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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This dissertation describes studies of  factors influencing the effects of  host diversity 
on plant disease epidemics.  Chapter 2 is a review of  these factors, as they operate on a 
short time scale.  Chapter 3 reports the influence of  wheat planting density and wheat 
genotype mixture composition on host-diversity effects on stripe rust.  It also describes 
some statistical issues involved in comparing host-diversity effects in different 
systems.  Chapter 4 gives an account of studies of  host-diversity effects on potato late 
blight in Oregon.  This study considers the effect of inoculum pattern in single­
genotype stands as well as in potato genotype mixtures.  Chapter 5 reports the results 
of studies of  host-diversity effects on late blight in the Quito area.  Host diversity is 
also compared to other realized or potential integrated pest management techniques. 
Chapter 6 describes the final study of host-diversity effects on late blight in two 
regions of  Peru.  It also includes a meta-analysis over all our late blight studies, 
considering how the predicted level of  outside inoculum and the degree of  difference 
in resistance between mixture components influence host-diversity effects. 2 
Chapter 2 

Epidemiology in Mixed Host Populations: A Review 

Karen A. Garrett and Christopher C. Mundt 
This material appeared in a similar form as 
Phytopatholof!Y 89:984-990 
American Phytopathological Society, St. Paul, Minnesota 

November 1999, 7 pages. 
3 
INTRODUCTION 
A greater understanding of  epidemiology in populations of  mixed plant 
genotypes is appealing from several perspectives.  From a theoretical standpoint, it 
offers insight into how pathogens may use a patchy environment (Burdon et aI.,  1989), 
and the costs and benefits of  diversity for host populations (Berger, 1997).  For 
diseases of insects, as well, variability in host populations has been found important in 
predicting the course of epidemics (Dwyer et aI.,  1997).  From an applied standpoint, 
understanding epidemics in plant genotype mixtures offers attractive possibilities for 
deployment of  disease resistance in agricultural crops (Wolfe, 1985).  Here we will 
attempt a synthesis of current work to form a predictive theory of how plant disease 
epidemiology is affected by diversity within the host plant population.  Our goal is to 
put current studies of  host mixtures in a context allowing the prediction of  which host­
pathogen systems are likely to be affected by host diversity and how environment and 
management influence these effects.  Knowledge of  the role of some epidemiological 
factors is lacking, and we will discuss areas that need greater attention. 
We define a host diversity effect in the epidemiological context in terms of  the 
disease level (severity or incidence) in a mixture of  host genotypes compared to the 
mean disease level in single genotype popUlations of  each of  the host genotypes.  The 
levels in single genotype populations would be appropriately weighted depending on 
the proportion of  the mixture each genotype composed.  If  there is a host diversity 
effect, it will tend to be for reduced disease in mixtures compared to single genotype 
populations, but increased disease is predicted in some circumstances. 
Two important factors in determining the long-term effects of host diversity on 
disease will not be addressed in detail in this review.  First, pathogen evolution will be 
affected.  One motive for using genotype mixtures of  agricultural crops is the attempt 
to reduce the selection pressure for pathogens that can overcome valuable forms of 
disease resistance in crop plants (Barrett, 1980).  Second, selection pressures from 
disease may shift the composition of  host populations over time.  This discussion, 4 
however, will focus on the role of  epidemiological factors in host diversity effects, 
emphasizing genotype mixtures within a single plant species infected with a single 
pathogen species. 
THE CLASSIC MODEL OF HOST DIVERSITY EFFECTS 
Simplest Mixtures.  Leonard's classic model of  host diversity effects on 
disease (Leonard, 1969) is based on a single pathogen genotype in simple mixtures of 
one susceptible and one immune plant genotype.  The spatial configuration of  host 
genotypes and the pattern of inoculum dispersal are not considered.  This spatial 
simplification might be conceptualized as the assumption that the two plant genotypes 
are completely mixed in space or that any inoculum produced is randomly distributed 
throughout the field. This simple model is relevant both to mixtures of  two species not 
susceptible to the same pathogen and to mixtures of two genotypes within a species 
having different race-specific resistance, one component being immune to all local 
races.  We will refer to such systems as simplest mixtures because they represent the 
most simplified system in which the effects of host diversity can be studied.  In 
empirical studies, pairs of a susceptible and an immune or highly resistant host 
genotype offer a streamlined system for studying whether there is likely to be a host 
diversity effect in more complicated mixtures of a particular host species.  These 
simple mixtures may be of  economic interest in their own right when susceptible host 
genotypes have superior agronomic characteristics that merit protection through 
deployment in mixture with an agronomically inferior, but resistant, genotype. 
Leonard's Predictions.  For simplest mixtures, Leonard (1969) predicted that 
the reduction in disease due to decreased susceptible host tissue would follow 
(1) 

where x is the proportion of  infected host tissue in a population composed only of  the 
susceptible genotype, x' is the proportion of infected host tissue in the mixture, Xo is 
the proportion of  host tissue initially infected, m is the proportion of susceptible plants 
in the host mixture, and n is the number of generations of  disease increase.  That is, 
the proportion of infected host tissue for the susceptible genotype in simplest mixtures 5 
will be mn times the proportion in a population composed of  only the susceptible 
genotype, potentially a very substantial reduction in disease severity.  For example, 
there should be only one-eighth as much disease on susceptible plants in a 50% 
susceptible mixture after only three generations of  pathogen increase from the primary 
generation. This model predicts that disease severity will decrease logarithmically as 
resistant plants are added to a mixture (a diminishing return to resistance), and this 
prediction has been corroborated empirically (reviewed in Mundt and Browning, 
1985).  It also predicts that host diversity effects for reduced disease will be greater the 
more pathogen generations elapse during an epidemic, whether through shorter 
pathogen generation times or lengthier epidemics. 
These results illustrate a fundamental mechanism for reduction in disease due 
to a reduction in the proportion of susceptible tissue.  The way in which real host­
pathogen systems differ from simplest mixtures determines to what degree real 
systems experience the same effect. 
SPATIAL REFINEMENTS TO THE CLASSIC MODEL 
One of the assumptions of simplest mixtures is that host tissues and/or 
pathogen inoculum are completely mixed in space.  This assumption will not hold for 
real systems because of inherent patterning of  host genotypes and disease.  While a 
susceptible individual will be influenced by the overall population effect on inoculum 
load, as modeled by Leonard (1969), it may be most influenced by inoculum produced 
on its own tissues and on neighboring plants (Goliniewski and Newton, 1994). 
Autoinfection.  Autoinfection (sensu Robinson, 1976) is the proportion of 
pathogen inoculum that is retained on the same host individual on which it was 
produced.  For asexually reproducing pathogens, inoculum produced on a given host 
individual will be virulent to that individual, aside from the potential effects of 
induced resistance.  The degree of  autoinfection is determined by the interaction 
between the pathogen's dispersal gradient and the size of a single host individual. 
When plant size is large compared to the spatial extent of  propagule dispersion, a high 6 
percentage of  infection will be autoinfection; when plant size is small relative to 
propagule dispersion, a lower percentage of infection will be autoinfection. 
Steeper dispersal gradients have been predicted to result in smaller host 
diversity effects on disease (Fitt and McCartney, 1986; Mundt and Leonard, 1986).  In 
the field, splash-dispersed pathogens often provide smaller host diversity effects than 
do wind-dispersed pathogens (Ahmed et aI.,  1997; Chakraborty et aI.,  1991; Jeger et 
aI.,  1981; Kousik et aI.,  1996; McDonald et aI.,  1988; Mundt et aI.,  1995; Mundt et aI., 
1994; Newton and Thomas, 1992; Newton et aI.,  1997), most likely due to the steeper 
dispersal gradients of splash-dispersed pathogens (Fitt et aI.,  1987). Wind-dispersed 
pathogens may produce a large host diversity effect for reduced disease because 
propagules tend to be more evenly mixed throughout hosts.  This effect may be lost, 
however, if  the propagules are so easily dispersed and abundant that high levels of 
outside inoculum flood the field.  Soil-borne pathogens have been less studied and, 
because ofmuch slower rates of dispersal, it might be assumed that the host diversity 
effect would be smaller for them than for aerially dispersed pathogens.  However, 
Vilich-Meller (1992) found large reductions in stem-rot diseases in mixtures of  small 
grain species.  Little is known about host diversity effects in virus and insect-vectored 
diseases, for which insect behavior in a mixed host population would come into play. 
Power (1991) found variable effects of  oat cultivar mixtures on aphids transmitting 
barley yellow dwarf virus, but there was generally reduced virus infection in mixtures. 
Conceptualization of spatial patterning of the host can be refined by 
considering the genotype unit area (GUA), the area occupied by an independent unit 
of  host tissue of  the same genotype (Mundt and Browning, 1985).  The GUA may 
often be the size of  an individual plant, but it may be smaller if host tissues are 
intertwined in the field or larger for c10nally reproducing plants or agricultural plants 
sown in blocks of  a single genotype. The GUA has been shown to be an important 
factor determining the nature of  a host diversity effect on disease (Mundt and Leonard, 
1986b).  The ideal GUA for reduced disease might be "infinitely small", so that the 
genotypes are perfectly mixed, though unusual combinations of genotype patterning 
and dispersal gradients might result in other GUA optima.  Inherent differences in 7 
GUA between host species may lead to different magnitudes of  host diversity effects. 
Genotype mixtures of  large crop plants have sometimes demonstrated smaller host 
diversity effects than those typically observed in small grain mixtures (Ntahimpera et 
aI.,  1996; Kousik et aI.,  1996; Mundt and Leonard, 1986ab).  In contrast, host diversity 
effects comparable to those in mixtures of  small grain plants have been noted in large 
plants for both Phytophthora infestans on potato in some cases (K. A. Garrett and C. 
C. Mundt, in preparation) and Melampsora epitea var. epitea on willow (McCracken 
and Dawson, 1998).  Chakroborty et ai. (1991) found variable host diversity effects for 
Colletotrichum gloeosporioides in mixtures of  Stylosanthes scabra, with disease 
reduction greater for mixtures with a smaller proportion of  susceptible plants.  The 
impact of  GUA has been studied experimentally by altering the degree of aggregation 
of  plants of  the same genotype.  Increasing GUA through higher aggregation has 
usually decreased host diversity effects for reduced disease ( Kousik et aI.,  1996; 
Mundt and Leonard, 1996ab).  For the range ofGUA considered, GUA was more 
important as a determinant for host diversity effects on corn rust than on bean rust 
(Mundt and Leonard, 1986b). On the other hand, within-hill versus between-hill 
mixtures of  rice genotypes did not demonstrate a greatly different effect for reduced 
blast, caused by Magnaporthe grisea (summarized in Mundt, 1994). 
The importance of GUA for host diversity eflects can be strongly influenced 
by the spatial pattern of initial disease.  In studies of  Puccinia coronata on oats, 
mixtures with large GUAs produced a larger decrease in disease when disease was 
focal (Mundt and Browning, 1985; Mundt and Leonard, 1985), i.e., spread from a 
small number of locations, than when it was more evenly spread throughout the host 
plants at the beginning of  the epidemic (Mundt and Leonard, 1985).  These results 
have been corroborated through simulation modeling (Mundt and Leonard, 1986b).  In 
contrast, recent studies have suggested that mixtures have a larger effect on 
Phytophthora infestans on potatoes in general epidemics than in focal epidemics 
(Garrett and Mundt, in preparation).  The most obvious explanation for this 
discrepancy would be differences in the airborne dispersal patterns between P. 
infestans and P.  coronata, though this has not yet been directly studied. 8 
Lesion Expansion and Limits to the Host's Carrying Capacity for Disease. 
If individual lesions can expand, this also decreases disease reduction due to mixing. 
Infection of new tissues due to expansion will automatically occur on susceptible 
plants, an effect similar to autoinfection.  In the past, lesion expansion has been given 
relatively little consideration as an epidemic component, but recent work suggests that 
lesion expansion may be a critical determinant of  epidemic progression in many 
pathosystems (Berger, 1997).  Lannou et al. (1994ab) studied the influence oflesion 
expansion on host diversity effects in a computer simulation model and found that 
lesion expansion can substantially decrease host diversity effects for reduced disease. 
They also compared wheat stripe rust (caused by Puccinia striiformis), for which there 
is substantial lesion expansion, and wheat leaf rust (caused by Puccinia recondita), 
with determinant lesions, in empirical studies. For environment and pathogen 
generation time held constant, their results suggested that the lesion expansion of 
stripe rust decreased host diversity effects for reduced disease by half as compared to 
leaf rust (Lannou et aI.,  1994a). 
Equation 1 does not account for the effect of limits to the host's carrying 
capacity for disease.  Since host diversity effects accumulate over generations, they 
will be greatly reduced if  disease progress follows an asymptotic form such as a 
logistic growth model rather than increasing indefinitely.  This may explain some 
cases when host diversity effects have been smaller in the field than predicted by the 
classic model (Mundt, 1990).  In addition, the effect of  latent infection on the host's 
carrying capacity for disease (Fleming, 1983) may decrease a host diversity effect for 
reduced disease still further (Mundt, 1997).  In nature, however, conditions are rarely 
continuously conducive to disease increase.  An epidemic interrupted frequently by 
periods of  weather unfavorable to disease increase might result in a host diversity 
effect close to that predicted by a logarithmic growth model.  Thus, in the field, host 
diversity effects likely will fall somewhere along the continuum between that 
predicted by a logarithmic versus a logistic growth model. 
Spatial Extent of Mixture Incidence.  We have considered the scale, or 
spatial grain size, of genotypic variation in a mixture in terms of  the genotype unit 9 
area.  The extent of  mixture plantings is also a factor.  Use of  mixtures over a larger 
area may increase the host diversity effect for reduced disease, even when the GUA is 
large (Mundt and Brophy, 1988).  In the former East Germany, both the severity of 
barley powdery mildew infection and fungicide use dropped substantially over time as 
the total barley area planted to mixtures rose from 0% in the early 1980s to 92% of  the 
total barley area in 1990 (Wolfe, 1991). Similar, but much less extensive, observations 
of increased host diversity effects at larger spatial scales have been made for wheat 
stripe rust in the Pacific Northwest region of  the U.S. (Mundt, 1994). Mixtures of 
coffee genotypes have been planted on a large scale in an effort to proactively reduce 
the anticipated infection by Hemileia vastatrix in Colombia (Moreno Ruiz and Castillo 
Zapata, 1990), though the epidemiological impact of  this strategy is yet to be reported. 
Modeling studies (Mundt and Brophy, 1988) suggest that the number of  genotype 
units may be more important than genotype unit area per se.  This hypothesis is 
extremely difficult to test experimentally, but one attempt suggests that the impact of 
the number of  genotype units mayor may not be detected, depending on wind 
characteristics of  the particular site and spatial pattern of  the units (Mundt et ai., 
1996). 
Based on a theory of linear expansion of  disease foci, Van den Bosch et al. 
(van den Bosch et ai., 1990) developed a model that predicts the velocity of focus 
expansion in simplest mixtures as increasing linearly with the logarithm of  the 
proportion of susceptible plants in the mixture.  This logarithmic relationship has been 
corroborated through empirical studies in small field plots for rust diseases of  both 
wheat (van den Bosch et ai., 1990) and beans (Assefa et ai., 1995).  However, for 
wind-dispersed pathogens whose propagules escape from the canopy, the velocity of 
focus expansion may increase with distance from the inoculum source (Ferrandino, 
1993).  If  this is the case, then a host diversity effect for reduced disease may be larger 
for larger fields of  mixtures than for smaller fields, because the difference in velocity 
of  the epidemic between pure and mixed stands would increase with distance from the 
inoculum source. 10 
Other procedures commonly used in small-scale field experiments may result in 
greatly underestimated host diversity effects for reduced disease in larger populations 
or commercial agricultural production. Experiments comparing mixtures and single 
genotype populations have been postulated to be highly sensitive to the effects of 
interplot interference (Mundt, 1994; Wolfe, 1985).  Reduced infection efficiency as 
described in Equation 1 is generally the primary mechanism by which mixtures may 
reduce disease severity, but interplot interference due to spore dispersal from single­
genotype susceptible plots effectively increases the infection efficiency of  the 
pathogen population in a mixture (Mundt, 1994).  In contrast, increased latent periods 
associated with horizontal resistance, for example, would not be directly influenced by 
interplot interference.  Further, while host diversity effects for reduced disease 
increase with generation number (Equation 1), interplot interference and artificial 
inoculation in small-scale field experiments can reduce the total number of generations 
of  pathogen increase required for epidemic completion.  A recent experiment in China 
showed a 92-95% reduction of rice blast severity due to mixing in a large-scale 
experiment incorporating 812 ha and designed with controls that minimize interplot 
interference (Youyong, 1999).  In contrast, a literature review of small-plot studies 
indicated a mean reduction of  only 50% (Mundt, 1994). 
GENETIC REFINEMENTS TO THE CLASSIC MODEL 
In simplest mixtures, one component is immune while the other component is 
susceptible.  This will often be true of mixtures of  different host species and 
occasionally true of  mixtures of host genotypes within a species.  For some host 
species, genotypes with immunity may not exist.  In this case, all host genotypes 
express some degree of susceptibility. The host genotypes may have race-specific 
differences in resistance so that they are differentially susceptible to local pathogen 
races.  For these mixtures, some pathogen races will tend to infect certain host 
genotypes while other races will tend to infect different host genotypes.  We will 
disregard effects of spatial pattern for the moment. II 
Race-nonspecific Differences in Resistance of Host Genotypes. Host 
mixtures may be composed of  genotypes with varying levels of  either race-nonspecific 
resistance with respect to the local pathogen population.  In this case, the nature of  the 
host diversity effect on disease will depend, to a large degree, on whether the disease 
decrease on the more susceptible variety is greater than the disease increase on the 
more resistant variety.  The reduction in susceptible host tissue becomes a more 
complicated issue for this case.  The more susceptible genotype will experience a 
decreased inoculum load compared to when growing as a single genotype, but the 
resistant genotype will experience an increased load.  Variable effects of  host diversity 
have been reported for such mixtures (Ahmed et aI.,  1997; Jeger et aI.,  1981 b; 
McDonald et aI.,  1988; Newton and Thomas, 1992; Mundt et aI.,  1994). 
Jeger et ai. (1981 a) modeled the influence of  differences in race-nonspecific 
resistance on mixtures assuming spatial homogeneity of  host and pathogen as in 
Leonard's model (1969).  This model assumes non-specificity in the sense that the 
relative resistance of  the host genotypes is constant for each genotype of  the pathogen 
population.  In the model, resistance is split into two components: infection frequency 
and sporulation rate.  A host diversity effect for increased disease was predicted when 
one host genotype had a greater infection frequency and the other had a greater 
sporulation rate.  This combination may be unusual; the more common scenario 
probably would be for one genotype to be more resistant on both counts, leading to a 
host diversity effect for reduced disease.  Such a mixture would be expected to 
produce a host diversity effect due to a reduced proportion of  susceptible tissue similar 
to that predicted by Leonard (1969), though rather than m
n
, the multiplier for the 
proportion diseased leaf tissue in monoculture would be approximately 
(m + (l-m)zt, 
where z is the ratio of  the susceptibility of  the resistant genotype to that of  the 
susceptible genotype.  So, for example, if  the more resistant genotype is completely 
immune, the ratio z is 0 and Leonard's case (1969) is given.  If  the more resistant 
genotype is only slightly more resistant than the susceptible genotype, the ratio z will 12 
be near 1 and there will be almost no host diversity effect due to a reduction in 
susceptible host tissue. 
In most cases, the differences between host genotypes will not be completely 
non-racespecific, and true non-specificity may be impossible to predict in practice 
(Johnson, 1981).  But this model will approximate results when race-specificity is 
weak if spatial aspects of  the system are not overriding. 
Race-specific Differences in Resistance of Host Genotypes.  If  populations 
of  individuals within pathogenic races become quantitatively adapted to different host 
genetic backgrounds in mixtures, this may cause disruptive selection to races that are 
able to attack more than one host genotype in a mixture.  For barley powdery mildew, 
differences in host genetic background were estimated to account for about 25% of  the 
total host diversity effect (Wolfe et aI.,  1981) and disruptive selection reduced the 
fitness of  a complex race (Chin and Wolfe, 1984).  In a mixture of a susceptible and a 
moderately resistant wheat genotype, epidemics caused by Septaria trifid became 
suppressed to the level of  the moderately resistant genotype as the season progressed 
(Mundt et aI.,  1999).  Quantitative adaptation of  the pathogen to the genetic 
background of  the two genotypes, which previously had been demonstrated in this 
pathosystem, probably played a role in this suppression. 
Host diversity effects for decreased disease can be dramatically increased if the 
host genotypes express differential qualitative resistance to races of  the pathogen. 
Such mixtures function similarly to the simplest mixtures considered by Leonard 
( 1969),except that each component is the resistant component for a subset of local 
pathogen races and the susceptible component for other local races.  Each host 
genotype has the potential to benefit from being in a mixed population because of  the 
reduced proportion of  tissue that is susceptible to races that can infect it.  Even if 
differentially susceptible mixtures have higher overall disease levels than simplest 
mixtures, there is potential for a much greater host diversity effect on disease because 
disease levels on all genotypes may be affected. 
Additional mechanisms for host diversity effects may come into play for 
mixtures with differential resistance.  In mixtures of  an immune and a susceptible 13 
genotype, the decreased proportion of  susceptible tissue is probably the primary 
mechanism for a host diversity effect (Burdon and Chi Ivers, 1977; Chin and Wolfe, 
1984; Wolfe, 1985), with physical barriers to spread from one susceptible plant to 
another and effects of  compensation or competition (discussed below) also potentially 
playing a role (Table 2.1).  These three mechanisms may also all be operative for 
mixtures with differential resistance.  In addition, as a fourth mechanism, there is 
increased potential for induced host resistance in host mixtures. Resistance may be 
induced when propagules produced on neighbors fall on a plant for which they are 
avirulent.  Calonnec et al. (1996) estimated that one third of  the reduction in infection 
by Puccinia striiformis in wheat mixtures was due to induced resistance.  They also 
concluded that induced resistance was particularly important in this system because of 
greater lesion expansion in its absence.  With barley powdery mildew, induced 
resistance was found to playa greater role during later stages of  epidemic 
development, when higher disease severity increased the probability of  interaction 
among races (Chin and Wolfe, 1984).  A simulation study indicated that the area of 
tissue induced to resistance around an attempted infection is a critical factor 
determining the role of  induced resistance in mixtures (Lannou et aI.,  1995). 
Interactions between pathogen races may form a fifth mechanism for host 
diversity effects.  These interactions will probably occur more frequently in host 
mixtures since there is likely to be a higher diversity of  pathogen genotypes in host 
mixtures than in populations of  a single host genotype.  Competition among co­
inoculated races has been shown to result in decreased disease severity in some 
pathosystems (Newton et aI.,  1998), and more competitive races are not necessarily 
more fit (Newton et aI.,  1997).  While competition between races may have an 14 
Table 2.1.  Mechanisms by which a host diversity effect for reduced disease may be 
produced in simplest and differentially susceptible mixtures 
Mechanism  Type of  Mixture 
Differentiall  y 
Simplesta  Susceptibleb 
A. Decreased proportion susceptible tissue  XC  x 

B. Physical barriers to inoculum spread  x  x 

C. Compensation or competition  x  x 

D. Resistance induced by avirulent races  x 

E. Competition among pathogen races  x 

aSimplest mixtures are an experimental system consisting of one susceptible plant 
genotype and one immune plant genotype 
bDifferentially susceptible mixtures are composed of  host genotypes with race-specific 
differences in resistance 
clndicates this mechanism may be active 15 
important role in determining host diversity effects, it has not received much attention, 
perhaps because of  the challenges of studying pathogen interactions. 
For differentially susceptible mixtures, increasing the number of host 
genotypes can produce increased host diversity effects. For a given GUA, similar 
genotypes are spaced further apart as the number of genotypes increases.  Greater host 
diversity effects for reduced disease have been observed as the number of  host 
genotypes increased for Rhynchosporium secalis on barley (Newton et aI.,  1997) and 
for Puccinia stritformis on wheat (Mundt, 1994). 
Compensation and Competition.  Unless the genotypes making up a host 
mixture are isolines, other aspects of their genetic background are likely to influence 
host diversity effects on disease.  Growth compensation by resistant plant genotypes 
can be important, especially when there are innate competitive differences among host 
genotypes that are exaggerated by effects of  disease on plant competition, and when 
disease occurs early in the life cycle of the host.  For mixtures of  wheat genotypes 
infected with Puccinia striijormis, Finckh and Mundt (1992ab) found that increased 
tillering of  the resistant genotype sometimes accounted for very substantial 
proportions of  the total disease reduction in the mixtures.  Occasionally, however, the 
competitive success of  a susceptible genotype resulted in an increase in overall disease 
severity.  Alexander et ai. (1986) also found that the more susceptible host genotype in 
mixtures they studied was more competitive.  In a study subsequent to Finckh and 
Mundt (1992ab), Akanda and Mundt (1996) utilized a different set of  races for 
inoculation so that some of  the same host genotype mixtures used by Finckh and 
Mundt were then differentially susceptible, i.e., the host genotypes exhibited 
differential race-specific resistance.  In this case, different degrees of  tillering had 
almost no impact on overall severity levels in the mixtures.  This presumably was due 
to frequency dependence of  disease, which resulted in increased disease severity and 
reduced host fitness of  the more competitive genotypes in the mixtures.  Plant 
competition in mixtures may also sometimes alter the susceptibility of  a given host 
genotype, thus altering host diversity effects for disease ( Finckh and Mundt, 1992). 16 
Compensation may result in increased yield in mixtures even if disease is not 
affected, as suggested by positive yield responses for mixtures in the presence of soil­
borne pathogens such as  Cephalo~porium gramineum on wheat (Mundt et aI., 1995) 
and Phytophthora sojae on soybeans (Vilich-Meller, 1992). 
PREDICTING HOST DIVERSITY EFFECTS IN SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 
An ideal theory of epidemiology in diverse host populations would allow us to 
accurately predict host diversity effects for any given host-pathogen system.  As 
discussed above, host diversity effects on disease can be predicted in a qualitative 
manner by determining how a particular system deviates from the characteristics of 
simplest mixtures.  Some deviations are inherent to a host-pathogen combination, 
while others are a function of  environmental influences and management decisions. 
Inherent characteristics of systems are those that are more or less fixed for a particular 
system, such as plant size (and thus GUA) and the form of  the pathogen's dispersal 
gradient.  While these characteristics will vary from one environment to another for a 
particular system, there are consistent qualitative differences in the characteristics 
between systems.  Other characteristics, such as host population size and number of 
host genotypes, may exhibit more variability between populations in nature and can be 
manipulated in agricultural systems.  An ideal theory would also allow us to formulate 
optimal strategies for selecting plant genotypes for mixtures and deploying them in 
agricultural systems for disease management. 
Comparing the inherent characteristics of host-pathogen systems.  We 
summarize the inherent differences between host-pathogen systems in terms of five 
major characteristics (Table 2.2).  We would predict larger host diversity effects for 
reduced disease for smaller plants such as wheat and rice.  Flatter dispersal gradients, 
as for Puccinia spp., would predict for larger host diversity effects whereas the smaller 
lesions of  P. recondita would predict for a larger host diversity effect than the 
expanding lesions of  P. striiformis.  Shorter generation times predict for larger host 
diversity effects, favoring effects for diseases such as mildews.  Finally, greater 
specialization of  pathogen populations would be predicted to lead to greater host Table 2.2.  Inherent characteristics that predict a host diversity effect for reduced disease and whether or not illustrative host­
pathogen systems possess those characteristics 
Host  Pathogen 	 Characteristic 
Small host  Shallow  Small  Short pathogen  Strong 
genotype  dispersal  lesion  generation  host 
unit area  gradient  SIze  time  specializationa 
+c coffee  Hemileia vastatrix 
b  +  + 
pepper Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria  +  + 
potato  Phytophthora infestans  +  +  + 
nee  Magnaporthe grisea  +  +  +  +  + 
wheat  Erysiphe graminis f. sp. tritici  +  +  +  +  + 
Puccinia recondita  +  +  +  + 

Puccinia striiformis  +  +  + 

Mycosphaerella graminicoia  + 

Rhizoctonia cerealis  + 

aHigh degree of  host specialization in local pathogen populations. 

bA - indicates that the host-pathogen system does not have the characteristic, so a host diversity effect for reduced disease is less 

likely for that system. 

cA + indicates that the host-pathogen system does have the characteristic, so a host diversity effect for reduced disease is more 

likely for that system. 
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diversity effects, especially for differentially susceptible mixtures.  Determining 
whether published empirical studies validate these predictions is complicated by three 
points.  First, the number of systems in which mixtures have been studied makes up 
only a small percentage of  those addressed by plant pathologists.  And, while P. 
recondita and P. striiformis have been compared directly as a test of the influence of 
lesion size (Lannou et aI.,  1994a), experiments directly comparing host diversity 
effects for different diseases are rare. 
Second, some of  the inherent characteristics of a particular host-pathogen 
system may predict for a host diversity effect while other characteristics of  the same 
system do not.  How to weight the different factors in Table 2.2, and take into account 
their interactions, are open questions.  Some hosts with larger GUAs, such as pepper 
and potato, have demonstrated host diversity effects for reduced infection with 
Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria (Kousik et aI.,  1996) and Phytophthora 
infestans (Andivron, in preparation; Garrett and Mundt, in preparation), respectively. 
P.  infestans and X  campestris pv.  vesicatoria, which produce expanding lesions in 
addition to parasitizing large hosts, might be predicted to experience a small host 
diversity effect. Yet their shorter generation times and the flatter dispersal gradient of 
P.  infestans argue for a larger host diversity effect (Table 2.2).  Soil-borne pathogens 
such as Rhizoctonia cerealis would not be likely candidates for host diversity effects 
for reduced disease (Table 2.2), but Vilich-Meller (1992) observed such host diversity 
effects in some cases for reasons unknown at this time. 
Third, comparisons between experiments are particularly complicated for 
mixture studies because ofthe strong impact of environmental differences from season 
to season. Environmental variability not only has a direct effect on disease 
development, but also on competition between the plant genotypes and potentially on 
interactions between pathogen genotypes. 
Influence of the environment and management decisions.  Among other 
impacts, environmental variation from site to site and season to season will influence 
the severity of  epidemics.  How this variability in severity influences host diversity 
effects is difficult to predict using current mixture theory.  On the one hand, a faster 19 
approach to carrying capacity may decrease host diversity effects for reduced disease 
(Mundt, 1990; Mundt and Leonard, 1986a).  On the other hand, if a severe epidemic is 
caused primarily by an earlier onset of disease and, hence, a large number of  pathogen 
generations, it may increase host diversity effects for reduced disease (Equation 1). 
Further, the severity of epidemics may influence the relative importance of  outside 
inoculum, with outside inoculum making up a larger share of  the total inoculum in a 
host population when epidemics are less severe. 
Management comes into play in agricultural systems through both the number 
of plant genotypes included and planting density.  At this point, it seems clear that host 
diversity effects for reduced disease will usually be larger for mixtures constructed of 
either many genotypes (if differentially susceptible) or a small proportion of 
susceptible plants.  The fitness of  host genotypes may be frequency-dependent, with or 
without disease (Finckh and Mundt, 1993). Planting density may influence host 
diversity effects, both through a modified microclimate and through its influence on 
host GUA.  Higher host density may result in more rapid epidemics, but density can be 
challenging to manipulate in host species that can compensate well for planting rate 
(Pfleeger and Mundt, 1998). Increased planting density may result in greater disease 
reductions due to mixing if  plant competition causes a reduced GUA (Barrett and 
Wolfe, 1980), but recent work with Puccinia striiformis on wheat suggests that host 
diversity effects may be greatest at intermediate densities (Garrett and Mundt, in 
preparation).  While most studies of  plant diseases have involved agricultural systems, 
interest in disease is growing among plant ecologists.  Knops et al. (in press) observed 
that disease severity decreased with increasing species diversity within experimental 
plots of grassland plants. 
F  or purposes of  testing whether mixtures are useful in deployment of disease 
resistance for a particular host-pathogen system, simple mixtures of susceptible and 
very resistant genotypes may be used to determine whether the three basic 
mechanisms, in particular dilution of susceptible host tissues (Table 2.1), are active for 
that system.  If  the GUA is very large and the dispersal gradient is very steep, there 
may be little or no host diversity effect.  If  simple mixtures reveal a host diversity 20 
effect for reduced disease, the next step might be to work with differential resistance, 
if useful, as well as adding high levels of  horizontal resistance. 
A basic decision in agricultural systems is whether or not to use crop plant 
mixtures.  While genotype and species mixtures are common in traditional agriculture. 
there is less awareness of  the increased use of  genotype mixtures in commercial 
agriculture.  For example, 92% of  the more than 300,000 ha of  barley in the former 
East Germany were planted to genotype mixtures before reunification (Wolfe, 1992) 
and genotype and species mixtures also are gaining significant popularity in several 
countries in Europe (Wolfe, 1997).  Wheat genotype mixtures are increasing in 
popularity in the Pacific Northwest of  the U.S. (Mundt, 1994).  In 1998, 10% of  the 
soft white winter wheat area of  Oregon was sown to genotype mixtures, for a total of 
32,000 ha (Korn, 1998).  In the state of Washington in 1998, 12.7% of  the soft white 
winter wheat area and 76% of  the club wheat area were sown to genotype mixtures, 
for a total of 158,000 ha  (Hasslen and McCall, 1998).  Wheat genotype mixtures have 
also been investigated in Kansas, with positive grower response (Kessler, 1997).  In 
the 1997-98 winter wheat season, 3% of  the Kansas wheat crop were sown to cultivar 
mixtures, for a total of 125,000 ha (W.  W. Bockus, personal communication). 
Several potential benefits of  using crop genotype mixtures may be responsible 
for their increased use in commercial agriculture.  As noted in the introduction, one 
motive may be to decrease selection pressures for pathogen genotypes able to 
overcome particular host genes for resistance.  From a short-run perspective, mixtures 
may be useful for disease management in host-pathogen systems for which there is a 
host diversity effect for reduced disease.  First, suppose immunity or very strong 
resistance is available in one subset of  plant genotypes, but other genotypes are more 
valuable, more desirable agronomically, or have seed that is less expensive.  In this 
case, a mixture with genetic composition similar to simplest mixtures may be 
advantageous.  A more common scenario, however, is that plant genotypes are 
available with differential resistance.  A mixture of  these genotypes may be 
advantageous compared to growing anyone of  them alone since the pathogen 
population will be partitioned between the different genotypes.  In addition to disease 21 
management, common reasons for the agricultural use of  mixtures are to reduce the 
risk of  yield loss caused by other biotic and abiotic stresses, to reduce yield variability 
caused by cultivar x environment interactions, and to take advantage of  yield 
compensation occuring in mixtures grown in variable environments (Mundt, 
unpublished). 
Plant genotypes selected for agricultural mixtures should be chosen to exhibit 
complementary growth traits, as well as complementary resistance characteristics. 
Genotypes could be tested in mixing ability analyses, similar to combining ability 
analyses in plant breeding, to learn which genotypes are better mixers for disease 
control and yield (Knott and Mundt, 1990).  In differential mixtures, Akanda and 
Mundt (1996) found that the host diversity effect on disease varied for a given host 
genotype, depending on which differentially resistant genotype was included with it in 
a two-component mixture.  When information about local pathogen populations is 
available, differentially susceptible mixtures may be tailored to maximize resistance 
against that population (Y  ong and Zadoks, 1992). Customizing mixtures to local 
pathogen populations will be an important next step in the application of  mixture 
theory for disease management. 22 
Chapter 3 
Effects of Planting Density and the Composition of Wheat CuItivar Mixtures on 
Stripe Rust: An Analysis Taking into Account Limits to 
the Replication of Controls 
K. A. Garrett and C.  C. Mundt ABSTRACT 

The effect of  plant density on disease is not well understood in populations of  a single 
host plant genotype and has been studied even less in mixtures of  host genotypes.  We 
performed an experiment to evaluate the effect of  wheat planting density on infection 
by Puccinia striiformis in experimental plots with a single wheat genotype and in plots 
with two genotypes making up a range of frequencies.  Stripe rust severity in single­
genotype plots increased with planting density in 1997 but decreased with planting 
density in 1998.  Disease in host mixtures was compared to the weighted mean of 
disease levels in the corresponding single-genotype plots.  Because the design of  the 
field experiment included limited replication of  these reference treatments- that is, 
there was not a unique pair of single-genotype plots for each mixture plot- we devised 
an analysis based on collapsing the data into independent mean observations. Disease 
reduction was less when one genotype predominated than when both host genotypes 
were present at nearly equal frequencies. The greatest mean host-diversity effect for 
reduced disease was at the intermediate planting density of250 seeds per m
2
. 
INTRODUCTION 
While studies of  the effects of  host genotype diversity on disease are in the 
early exploratory phase for many host-pathogen systems, much is known about these 
effects for rusts and mildews of small grains (Wolfe, 1985).  The effect of host 
diversity on a wheat stripe rust system in Oregon, USA, has been studied for over a 
decade.  Greater disease reductions were found for stripe rust than for eyespot of 
wheat (Mundt et ai., 1995).  Populations of  Puccinia striiformis races changed during 
the season within mixtures, but races virulent to more than one mixture component did 
not always come to dominate the pathogen population (DiLeone and Mundt, 1994). 
Wheat cultivars differed in their effect on mixture performance (mixing ability) when 
infected with stripe rust, and both general and specific mixing effects were detected 
(Knott and Mundt, 1990).  Selection changed the frequency of wheat genotypes in 
mixture and impacted the total disease severity and how epidemiological effects from 24 
diversity changed disease severity on individual wheat genotypes (Finckh and Mundt, 
1992b).  In addition, competition among wheat genotypes may have altered 
susceptibility to stripe rust (Finckh and Mundt, 1992a), and the fitness of  wheat 
genotypes was frequency-dependent both in the presence and absence of disease 
(Finckh and Mundt, 1993).  Akanda and Mundt (1996) found that stripe rust severity 
on individual cultivars increased linearly with the frequency of  a cultivar in mixture. 
When the area planted to a single genotype was manipulated by planting either 
random mixtures or alternating rows of  genotypes, disease was reduced in both, 
though the reduction was greater in random mixtures (Brophy and Mundt, 1991; 
Mundt et aI.,  1996).  The effect of  planting density on stripe rust in mixtures has not 
been considered, however. 
Little is known about the influence of planting density on host-diversity 
effects, or even its influence on disease in populations of  a single host genotype. 
Burdon and Chilvers (1982), in their review of  density effects on plant disease, found 
a tendency toward increased disease severity at higher densities, though this was by no 
means a consistent trend.  In studies of  barley powdery mildew, disease in single­
genotype plots decreased with increasing density (M. R. Finckh, E.  S. Gacek, H.  J. 
Czembor, and M.  S.  Wolfe, in preparation).  Barrett and Wolfe (1980) observed 
greater host-diversity effects for reduced powdery mildew at higher planting densities, 
though this study included single-genotype controls at only one planting density. 
Pfleeger and Mundt (1998) found little evidence for an effect of density on wheat leaf 
rust in wheat and wild oats mixtures, though they suggested this may have been 
because of compensatory tillering at low densities.  Host-diversity effects might be 
expected to be greater at higher planting densities because there would be the potential 
for reduced autoinfection; single plants, and thus single genotypes, make up smaller 
areas as density increases (Mundt and Leonard, 1986a). An alternative hypothesis 
might be that host-diversity effects would decrease with increasing density because 
dispersal gradients might be reduced, leading to higher rates of autoinfection. 
Likewise, ifthere is an overall increase in disease with higher density, there might be 25 
less of a host-diversity effect since there would be a smaller number of generations of 
pathogen increase before plants approach 100% disease severity. 
For testing whether or not there is a host-diversity effect, the disease severity 
of  a genotype mixture can be compared to the appropriate weighted mean of  percent 
severity in single-genotype plots using linear contrasts.  This is a test for whether there 
is an absolute host-diversity effect, i.e., whether there is a difference between what is 
observed in mixture and what would be predicted in mixture under the null hypothesis 
of no host-diversity effect.  For comparisons of host-diversity effects under different 
treatments, e.g., different planting densities, the absolute host-diversity effect may not 
be a useful measure if  the single genotypes vary strongly with treatment.  For 
example, if disease levels are much higher at high densities than at low densities, the 
absolute host-diversity effect may also be larger at high densities as a matter of  course. 
For comparing host-diversity effects at different densities, a measure of  the relative 
host-diversity effect may be more useful.  We will refer to the ratio of  the observation 
in mixture to the appropriately weighted mean of  observations in single-genotype plots 
as the relative mixture response (RMR).  Under the null hypothesis of  no host­
diversity effect, this response would be one.  This analysis becomes more complicated 
than tests using linear contrasts, since the response variable is a ratio and ratios can 
have undesirable statistical properties (Sokal and Rohlf, 1994).  In addition, studies of 
host-diversity effects typically utilize a limited number of genotypes and then consider 
several mixtures composed of  those genotypes in different combinations and 
frequencies.  Often there is not a unique set of single-genotype observations for each 
mixture observation.  Any repeated use of  observations from single-genotype plots in 
the denominators of  relative mixture responses will result in observations that are not 
independent, violating the assumptions of many statistical analyses. 
Typical parametric analyses of  variance assume that the errors in models are 
normally, identically, and independently distributed.  Such analyses are known to be 
robust to deviations from assumptions of  normality and heteroscedasticity.  "To make 
a preliminary test on variances is rather like putting to sea in a rowing boat to find out 
whether conditions are sufficiently calm for an ocean liner to leave port" (Box, 1953). 26 
But deviations from the assumption of independent observations may be more 
important.  Response variables will no longer be independent if  observations in the 
denominator ofthe RMR are reused within experimental treatments.  There are two 
ways of  "reusing" observations for producing response variables that might seem 
appealing.  In the first, referred to as "same standardization for all blocks" by Mead 
and Riley (1981), the mean of all replicates for a particular genotype in a particular 
treatment would be calculated for the whole field experiment.  In our experiment, this 
would mean taking the mean over all replicates of single-genotype stands of  a 
particular cultivar at a particular density.  This estimate would then be used in the 
denominator of all RMR for mixtures at the density that includes that cultivar.  For the 
second form of  "reuse", referred to as "separate standardization in each block" by 
Mead and Riley (1981), observations from single-genotype stands are only used 
within a block.  Depending on the experiment, each single-genotype observation might 
be used only once or more than once for this form of standardization.  For both types 
of  "reuse", any error associated with the measurements ofthe reused observations will 
also be repeated and may make measurements within a treatment appear artificially 
consistent.  This artificially imposed homogeneity within a group may either produce 
an artificial difference between groups or make it appear that an observed difference 
between groups is defined with more precision than really exists. 
Thus, we have three goals in this work. One goal is to estimate the effect of 
planting density on stripe rust in single-genotype plots.  The second is to clarify what 
artifacts may be introduced by an analysis ignoring a type of dependence structure 
common in studies of  genotype mixtures. The third is to appropriately analyze the 
impact of  mixture components, genotype frequencies, and planting density on the 
relative mixture response of stripe rust in wheat. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field study.  The field experiment was carried out during two winter wheat 
seasons, 1996-1997 and 1997-1998, at the Columbia Basin Agricultural Research 
Center field station near Pendleton, Oregon, USA.  Field plots, 6.1  m by 4 rows in 27 
size, with 0.36-m row spacing, were planted with four-row strips of  the resistant wheat 
cultivar Stephens as a buffer on each side of  each plot.  Plots were later mowed to 4.9 
m in length.  The experiment was planted 15 October 1996 in the first season and 13­
14 October 1997 in the second. 
Four winter club wheat cultivars were included in the study: lacmar, Tres, 
Tyee, and a sibling of the commercial cultivar Faro, OR 7142, which has an additional 
gene for resistance to stripe rust and will here be referred to as Faro.  Two races of 
Puccinia stri~formis were used to inoculate the field plots, Cereal Diseases Laboratory 
(CDL) races 27 and 29; each plot was inoculated with both races on 25 February and 6 
March 1997 in the first season and 18 and 24 March 1998 in the second season.  The 
plots were inoculated by introducing infected seedlings of  the cultivar Nugaines, as 
described in Akanda and Mundt (1996).  Wheat cultivars were combined to form three 
different two-component mixtures (Table 3.1).  The components of  two mixtures 
(Faro-Tyee and lacmar-Tyee) had differential susceptibility, i.e., their components 
were susceptible to different races of  the introduced pathogen population.  The other 
mixture (Faro-Tres) had one component (Tres) that was resistant to both pathogen 
races.  The experiment was originally designed to include a third race, virulent to Tres 
and avirulent to Faro, but this isolate could not be cultured successfully.  Thus, we had 
two differential mixtures and a comparison between Faro in a differential mixture with 
Tyee, and Faro in a non-differential mixture with Tres. 
Each of  the three wheat genotype combinations was planted at each of  four 
planting densities: 62, 125,250, and 500 seeds/m
2 
.  The 250 seeds/m2 planting density 
corresponds to the planting rate commonly used by wheat growers at this location. 
Each genotype combination at each planting density was sown at each of  five 
genotype frequencies:  10/90, 25/75, 50/50, 75/25, and 9011 O.  The experiment was 
planted in a randomized block design with four blocks.  Each of  the treatment 
combinations described above was represented in each block for a total of 60 mixture 
plots per block.  Each of  the four wheat cultivars also appeared as a single-genotype 
plot at each of  the planting densities, adding another 16 plots per block.  (If unique 28 
Table 3.1. Susceptibility of  wheat cultivars to P.  striiformis races used to inoculate 
experimental plots of  two-component cultivar mixtures 
Component susceptible to racea 
Mixture components  CDL 27  CDL 29 
Faro &  Tres  neither  Faro 
Faro & Tyee  Tyee  Faro 
Jacmar & Tyee  Tyee  Jacmar 
aMixtures with differential susceptibility are those for which each component is 
susceptible to a different P.  striiformis races 29 
single-genotype plots had been included for each mixture plot, there would have been 
120 single-genotype plots per block.) 
Visual estimates of  disease severity (the percentage of leaf area covered by 
stripe rust lesions on a whole-canopy basis) were made for each experimental plot, and 
averaged for two observers, on 3 or 4 June 1997 and 31  Mayor 1 June 1998. 
Statistical analysis of single-genotype plots.  Disease severity was analyzed 
as a function of planting density, year, and their interactions.  Level of statistical 
significance of the different factors was determined in an analysis of  variance (AOV). 
This and the following statistical analyses were performed using S-Plus (MathSoft, 
Inc., Seattle, W  A) and SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) software. 
Studies of the statistical properties of analyses using simulated data.  To 
determine how the dependence structure of  our data might influence realized a  levels, 
our data structure was analyzed, but with simulated responses free of  treatment effects. 
We performed a simulation study to determine how reusing estimates from single­
genotype plots influenced realized a  levels.  The treatment and replication structure 
from the experiment was used, but the actual observed disease levels were not. 
Instead, the simulated percent severity for each plot was simply a constant, one, plus 
an "error" unique to that plot.  "Errors" were produced by a pseudorandom number 
generator in S-Plus from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation (Je 
= 0.1.  Relative mixture responses were then calculated from these simulated 
"observations".  Thus, the new simulated RMRs had the same dependence structure as 
our real data (before constructing independent means), but there were no treatment 
effects since all observations were constructed to have the same expectation. 
Denominators were calculated in the two different ways described by Mead and Riley 
(1981).  For the first method, "separate standardization in each block", the same 
observations from single-genotype plots were reused only within a block.  For the 
second method, "same standardization for all blocks", the mean over blocks of single­
genotype plots was used through the experiment.  This procedure was repeated 1000 
times, each time with a new set of  "errors".  For each run, an analysis of  variance was 
performed on the relative mixture responses and P-values for each effect were tallied. 30 
In the absence of  any treatment effects and under the assumptions of an AOV, the P­
values for any given effect would be uniformly distributed and the probability of  a P­
value falling below 0.05 would be 0.05.  We used the 1000 simulations to estimate the 
realized a  level for each effect. 
To determine how similar, but smaller, data structures might influence realized a 
levels, we also analyzed a much smaller version of  our experimental structure, again 
with simulated responses free of  treatment effects.  This was to determine the effect of 
dependence on realized a  levels for smaller experiments in which single-genotype 
responses would still be reused, but to a lesser extent.  This data structure had two 
planting densities and two, two-component mixtures with different compositions but 
one component in common (e.g., Faro-Tres and Faro-Tyee).  As in the large data set, 
each of  the cultivars in the smaller data set (Faro, Tres, and Tyee) was replicated only 
once for each density in each of  the four blocks.  Thus, in each block there were four 
mixture plots and six plots with single genotypes.  As in the larger analysis without 
unique single-genotype plots for each mixture plot, the same single-genotype result 
was reused within a density level in calculating the RMR.  For 1000 simulations, the 
realized a  level for an intended a  level of 0.05 was recorded. 
To determine how nonnormality of  the response variables might influence realized 
a  levels, we analyzed our data structure with simulated responses free of  treatment 
effects and additional simulated single-genotype plot responses so that each relative 
mixture response was calculated with unique single-genotype plot responses in the 
denominator. The realized a  level for this data set was also measured in  1000 
simulations.  The ratio of  two normal random variables is not normally distributed and 
we wished to determine what impact this non-normality might have on realized a 
levels.  We also wanted to confirm that the method we used to analyze the real data 
from the field study did not produce undesirable artifacts.  To determine whether 
realized a  levels were as desired for the analysis ofour independent means data set, 
described below, we conducted a comparable analysis with simulated responses free 31 
of  treatment effects.  The realized a level for the simulated data was measured for 
1000 simulations in those analyses, as well. 
Density, cultivar, and cultivar frequency effects on RMR.  Tests of  significance 
based on independent means of RMR were constructed as an alternative to the 
problematic analysis of  dependent data.  These tests take advantage of  the fact that 
unique estimates of  responses for single-genotype plots are available in each block for 
each density.  Thus, the mean RMR in each density-block combination can be 
calculated and these means will not share any observations in common from one 
density-block combination to another.  This is the approach used for analyzing the 
density main effect; the other analyses are based on the same idea, but include fitting 
of  regression lines within density-block combinations.  All of  the analyses are 
described in more technical detail in the appendix.  Plots of  the residuals vs. predicted 
values from these analyses indicated satisfactory distributions of  residuals. 
Analysis 1 - Planting density main effect.  A test of  planting density main 
effects on RMR was constructed by first calculating the mean RMR (averaged over 
frequencies and genotypes) in each block for each density.  This yielded four 
independent responses per block for a total of 16 independent responses per year.  The 
two years were analyzed together in an AOV for the linear, quadratic, and cubic 
portions of  a density effect on relative mixture response.  Tests of  the linear, quadratic, 
and cubic parts of  the density effect were performed using contrasts constructed by 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (Draper and Smith, 1998). 
Analysis 2 - Genotype frequency main effect and frequency x density 
interaction. A test of  genotype frequency main effects on RMR was constructed by 
calculating parameter estimates from regression within each density-block 
combination.  Because we expected the mixtures with differential resistance (Faro­
Tyee and Jacmar-Tyee) to perform differently than the nondifferential mixture (Faro­
Tres), we analyzed the two groups separately.  The relative mixture response was fit as 
a function of  the linear and quadratic parts of  the genotype frequency effect.  The 
parameter estimates from each density-block combination, which can be assumed to 
be independent, were then analyzed in a linear model with predictor variables mean, 32 
density, and year.  The mean response is, itself, a measure of  the relationship between 
genotype frequency and RMR.  If the mean is significantly different from 0, this 
indicates evidence for a frequency effect.  If  the density effect is significant, this 
indicates evidence for a frequency x density interaction.  If  the year effect is 
significant, this indicates evidence for a frequency x year interaction.  This analysis is 
similar to the "Standard Two Stage" analysis described by Feldman (1988).  In the 
first stage there is some data dependence, but not in the second stage where inference 
is drawn. 
Analysis 3 - Mixture components main effect and components x density 
interaction.  A test of  the mixture components main effect on the RMR was 
constructed by calculating, within each block-density combination, the mean 
difference in the relative mixture response between Faro-Tyee and Jacmar-Tyee 
mixtures and between Faro-Tyee and Faro-Tres mixtures.  These two differences were 
then analyzed in a linear model with predictor variables mean, density, and year.  If 
the mean is significantly different from zero, this is evidence for a mixture component 
effect on the RMR.  If there is a significant density effect, this is evidence for a 
component x density interaction.  If  there is a significant year effect, this is evidence 
for a component x year interaction. 
Analysis 4 - Components x frequency interaction and three-way interaction. 
A test of  the mixture components x genotype frequency interaction was constructed by 
separating the data into groups by block-density-components combinations.  Within 
each group, RMR was fit as a function of  the linear and quadratic parts of genotype 
frequency.  Then, within each block-density group, the difference between these 
parameter estimates for Faro-Tyee mixtures vs. Jacmar-Tyee mixtures and for Faro­
Tyee mixtures vs. Faro-Tres mixtures was calculated.  These four differences were 
analyzed in a linear model with predictors mean, density, and year.  If  the means are 
significantly different than 0, this is evidence for a components x frequency 
interaction.  If there is a significant density effect, this is evidence for a three-way 
interaction, components x frequency x density.  If  there is a significant year effect, this 
is evidence for a significant components x frequency x year interaction. 33 
RESULTS 
Stripe rust in single-genotype plots increased with density in 1997 and 
decreased with density in 1998 (Fig. 3.1; Table 3.2).  Because residuals showed 
some tendency to increase in variance with predicted values, the analysis of  variance 
was performed on both untransformed and 10glO-transformed response variables.  The 
results for both analyses were quite similar, but results for transformed variables are 
reported (Table 3.2).  For the analysis of  both seasons combined, the effect of  density 
on percent stripe rust severity was statistically significant and the interaction between 
density and year was highly significant.  This interaction reflects the striking 
difference in response to density between 1997 and 1998 (Fig. 3.1).  When results 
were analyzed separately by year, the effect of  density was highly significant in 1997 
and also significant in 1998 (Table 3.2).  The effect of  cultivar, year, and their 
interaction were highly significant, but the interaction between cultivar and density 
was not (Table 3.2). 
Ignoring the dependence structure in data with limited replication of 
controls can result in greatly inflated Type I error rates.  For simulated data 
without unique single-genotype plots for each mixture plot and with no treatment 
effects, the Type I error rate (a level) was particularly inflated when the mean over 
blocks was included in the denominator ("same standardization for all blocks") for the 
calculation of  the RMR (Table 3.3).  For this case, the planting density main effect had 
a realized a  level more than 10 times the intended level of 0.05.  That is, 68% of 
simulations gave a false positive for the planting density main effect in an analysis 
which was intended to allow only a standard 5% level of false positives, had there 
been no problem with lack of  independence.  Realized a  levels for the mixture 
composition main effect and some interactions were also greatly inflated.  When 
single-genotype plot responses from only one block were used in the denominator of 
the relative mixture response ("separate standardization in each block"), the inflation 
of  realized a  levels was not as striking overall, but there was still an important 34 
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Figure 3.1. Percent severity of stripe rust in single-genotype wheat plots as a function 
of  wheat planting density 
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Table 3.2.  Results of  an AOV for loglO-transformed percent stripe rust severity in 
single-genotype stands of  wheat.  Four densities were considered: 62, 125,250, and 
500 seeds m-
2
. 
Years combined 
Source  df  P-value 
Density  3  0.049 
Linear  1  0.019 
Quadratic  1  0.183 
Cubic  1  0.413 
Cultivar  3  0.000 
Year  1  0.000 
Density x Cultivar  9  0.673 
Density x Year  3  0.000 
Cultivar x Year  3  0.000 
Density x Cultivar x Year  9  0.225 
Residual Error  96 
Data from 1997 analyzed seQarately 
Source  df  P-value 
Density  3  0.000 
Linear  1  0.000 
Quadratic  1  0.253 
Cubic  1  0.250 
Cultivar  3  0.000 
Density x Cultivar  9  0.199 
Residual Error  48 
Data from 1998 analyzed seQarately 
Source  df  P-value 
Density  3  0.021 
Linear  1  0.003 
Quadratic  1  0.500 
Cubic  1  0.816 
Cultivar  3  0.000 
Density x Cultivar  9  0.990 
Residual Error  48 -----------
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Table 3.3. Realized ex  levels (Type I error rates) from analysis of  relative mixture 
response using simulated data without unique single-genotype plots for each 
genotype-mixture plot and simulated with no treatment effects for one season's data 
for intended level ex  =  0.05 (O"e  =  0.1).  This analysis was performed to determine the 
magnitude of  artifacts that might be produced when data dependence was not taken 
into account in performing such analyses. 
A. Experimental design of actual field experiment 
Realized ex  level 
Form of standardization 
in denominator 
same for  separate in 
Effect  d.f.  all blocks  each block 
Block  3 
A = Genotype pair  2 
B = Genotype frequency  2** 
C = Planting Density  3 
A*B  4** 
A*C  6 
B*C  6** 
A*B*C  12 
B. Smaller design for comparison 
Effect  d.f. 
0.05  0.481 
0.33  0.136 
0.155  0.034 
0.68  0.480 
0.11  0.007 
0.54  0.262 
0.21  0.033 
0.13  0.002 
Realized ex  level 
Form of standardization 
in denominator 
same for  separate in 
all blocks  each block 
Block  3  0.056  0.081 
A = Genotype pair  1  0.075  0.045 
B = Planting Density  1  0.129  0.070 
BxC  0.069  0.047 37 
increase for the planting density main effect.  Note that the realized a  level for the 
block effect became inflated for this case because observations within a block are 
dependent.  For the simulated data with a simpler treatment structure (Table 3.3), the 
inflation of  realized a  levels was not as dramatic.  Still, the realized a  level for 
planting density when the mean over blocks was used in the denominator was more 
than double the desired level. 
In the check of  realized a  levels for a data set with unique single-genotype 
plots for each mixture plot and no treatment effects, all a  level estimates were within 
0.010 of  the intended 0.05 level.  This indicates that the non-normality of  the ratio 
response had no important effect on realized a  levels for the simulations.  In the check 
of  realized a  levels for the analysis of  independent mean RMRs with responses 
simulated to include no treatment effects, estimates of  the realized a  level were within 
0.012 of  the intended 0.05 level. 
The host-diversity effect for reduced disease was greatest at the 
intermediate density (Results of Analysis 1).  In the analysis of independent means, 
only the quadratic part of  the density effect on the relative mixture reponse was 
statistically significant (Table 3.4).  There was some evidence for a difference between 
years, but none for a density x year interaction.  The results are portrayed in Figure 3.2 
separately by year to show the striking similarity in response between the two seasons. 
For the two differential mixtures, Faro-Tyee and Jacmar-Tyee, disease 
reduction was greatest when the two components were present at intermediate 
frequency (Results of Analysis 2).  This result was highly significant, though the 
effect of  frequency was not significant for the nondifferential mixture (Faro-Tres). 
None of the interactions in this analysis were highly significant, though there was 
some evidence for an interaction between density and frequency for the nondifferential 
mixture (Fig. 3.3; Table 3.4). 38 
Table 3.4.  An AOV on the relative mixture response for stripe rust percent severity in 
wheat genotype mixtures. The RMR is the ratio with the percent severity of  wheat 
stripe rust in a mixture of  wheat genotypes in the numerator and the weighted average 
of  the percent severity in single-genotype plots of  the mixture components.  These 
results are from the analysis of independent means decribed in the appendix. 
Analysis 1 
Source  df  P-value 
Density  .)  "  0.099 
Linear  1  0.360 
Quadratic  1  0.021 
Cubic  1  0.803 
Year  1  0.162 
Density x Year  3  0.892 
Residual  24 
Analysis 2  P-values 
Differential mixtures  Nondifferential mixture 
Source  df  Linear  Quadratic  Linear Quadratic 
Genotype frequency (GF)a  1  0.005  0.002  0.451  0.540 
GF x Densityb  3  0.549  0.615  0.095  0.099 
GF x Year
c  1  0.474  0.349  0.310  0.312 
GF x Density x yeard  3  0.520  0.485  0.738  0.826 
Residual  24 
Analysis 3 
P-values 
Source  df  Faro-Tres vs. Faro-Tyee  Faro-Tyee vs. Jacmar-
Tyee 
Genotype composition (GC)e  1  0.044  0.393 
GC x Density 
f  3  0.690  0.353 
GC x Year
g  1  0.960  0.987 
GC x Density x yearh  3  0.920  0.377 
Residual  24 39 
Table 3.4, continued 
Analysis 4  P-values 
Faro-Tres vs. Faro-Tyee Faro-Tyee vs. Jacmar-Tyee 
Source  df  Linear  Quadratic  Linear  Ouadratic 
GC x GFi 
GC x GF x Densityi 
Linear Density 
Quadratic Density 
Cubic Density 
GC x GF x Year 
k 
GC x GF x Density x Year' 
Residual 
I  0.191  0.123 
3  0.099  0.102 
1  0.926  0.829 
1  0.l02  0.l10 
1  0.054  0.054 
1  0.088  0.106 
3  0.684  0.760 
27 
0.250  0.224 
0.506  0.449 
0.642  0.666 
0.484  0.476 
aCorresponds to test of  mean (intercept) in Analysis 2. 

bCorresponds to test of  density in Analysis 2. 

cCorresponds to test of  year in Analysis 2. 

dCorresponds to test of  density x year interaction in Analysis 2. 

eCorresponds to test of  mean (intercept) in Analysis 3. 

fCorresponds to test of  density in Analysis 3. 

gCorresponds to test of  year in Analysis 3. 

hCorresponds to test of  year x density in Analysis 3. 

iCorresponds to test of  mean (intercept) in Analysis 4. 

iCorresponds to test of genotype frequency x density interaction in Analysis 4. 
kCorresponds to test of  genotype frequency x year interaction in Analysis 4. ---
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Figure 3.2. Mean relative mixture response (RMR) for wheat stripe rust as a function 
of  planting density (corresponding to Analysis 1).  The RMR is the ratio with the 
percent severity of  wheat stripe rust in a mixture of  wheat genotypes in the numerator 
and the weighted average of the percent severity in single-genotype plots of  the 
mixture components in the denominator.  The line at RMR = 1 indicates the result 
under the null hypothesis of  no host-diversity effect on percent severity. 
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The host-diversity effect for reduced disease was greater in Faro-Tyee 
mixtures than in Faro-Tres mixtures (Results of Analysis 3).  This difference was 
large and statistically significant (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4; Table 3.4).  There were some 
estimated differences in interactions between composition and density (Fig. 3.4), but 
this interaction was not significant (Table 3.3).  Likewise, there was not evidence for a 
difference between Jacmar-Tyee and Faro-Tyee mixtures (Table 3.4). 
There was some evidence for a composition x frequency x density 
interaction for the comparison of Faro-Tres and Faro-Tyee (Results of Analysis 
4).  The quadratic and cubic parts of  density appeared to be the main contributors to 
this effect (Table 3.4).  There was also some evidence for a composition x frequency x 
year interaction for that comparision.  None of  the interactions for the Faro-Tyee and 
Jacmar-Tyee comparison were statistically significant. 
DISCUSSION 
For the single genotypes, density effects on percent severity were reversed 
from one year to another.  We can speculate that part of  this difference might be due to 
the fact that there was greater tillering in 1998 than in 1997.  Compensation from 
increased tillering at low densities can prevent treatments from representing as wide a 
range of  densities as planned.  For planted rates of 62, 125,250, and 500 seeds m-
2
, 
realized tiller densities averaged 157,218,274, and 329 tillers m-
2 in 1997 and 270, 
308, 369, and 395 tillers m-
2 in 1998 (J. Brunet and C. C. Mundt, in preparation).  The 
general tendency for disease levels to increase with density (Burdon and Chilvers, 
1982) would be more likely to hold in 1997 when the low levels of  tillering made 
differences between density treatments more striking.  But this does not explain the 
reverse linear trend in 1998, which was statistically significant when the years were 
analyzed separately (Table 3.2).  Different levels of  nutrition and water stress 
experienced by plants in the two years might have influenced susceptibility. 
Our field study consisted of  304 experimental plots each year and was only part 
of  a larger study.  One way of  addressing the problem of  dependent data would have 
been to include unique single-genotype plots paired with each mixture plot.  This would ------------------------------
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Figure 3.3. Mean relative mixture response (RMR) for wheat stripe rust as a function 
of  planting frequency (corresponding to Analysis 2).  The RMR is the ratio with the 
percent severity of  wheat stripe rust in a mixture of  wheat genotypes in the numerator 
and the weighted average of  the percent severity in single-genotype plots of  the 
mixture components in the denominator.  The line at RMR = 1 indicates the result 
under the null hypothesis of  no host-diversity effect on percent severity. 
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Figure 3.4. Mean relative mixture response (RMR) for wheat stripe rust as a function 
of  planting density (corresponding to Analysis 3). The RMR is the ratio with the 
percent severity of  wheat stripe rust in a mixture of  wheat genotypes in the numerator 
and the weighted average of the percent severity in single-genotype plots of  the 
mixture components in the denominator.  The line at RMR = 1 indicates the result 
under the null hypothesis of no host-diversity effect on percent severity. 
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be similar to a paired plot design, except that each mixture plot would have two 
corresponding single-genotype plots.  If  the current study had included such unique plots, 
there would have been a total of  720 experimental plots.  Any of  the people 
acknowledged for helping realize the field study could confirm that this would not have 
been a good decision.  Thus, we were forced to confront the problem of  dependent data 
in our analyses ofthe RMR. 
Reuse of observations from single cultivar plots in calculating RMRs did 
inflate realized a  levels, demonstrating that use of the RMR without accounting for 
possible dependence structures can produce misleading results.  However, our field 
study was unusual in the large number of treatments and the large number of  times the 
response from each single-genotype plot could have been reused.  In our simulation of 
a smaller experiment, inflation of  a  levels was less of  a problem.  The method we used 
in our analysis of  the field data, analyzing independent mean responses, gets around 
the problem, but at the cost of reduced statistical power.  There is reduced power 
because the unique observations of  percent severity in mixture plots are essentially 
averaged together in producing the mean RMRs, so the error df is overly conservative. 
Greater replication of single-genotype plots short of  unique single-genotype plots for 
each mixture plot could increase the power of  the experiment by giving a greater 
number of independent mean RMRs. 
Federer (1993) has discussed some ofthe statistical issues involved in 
analyzing Land Equivalent Ratios (LERs) in studies of intercropping.  The LER is "a 
measure of  the efficiency of  an intercrop in terms of land area required under sole 
cropping to give the yields obtained from the individual crops" (Federer, 1993).  This 
may be expressed as a ratio similar to the RMR.  Federer (1993) recommended use of 
known response levels for single-genotype plots that could be treated as constants in 
constructing the denominator of  the LER.  This would be a good choice if constants 
were available, but, in general, the response in single-genotype plots must be 
estimated under environmental conditions similar to the conditions for the mixture 
plots.  Mean responses from single-genotype plots might approximate a known 
constant response, but unless there are enough replicates to produce a very low 45 
variance for the estimate, the potential for artifacts that was illustrated in our 
simulations will still be present. 
For our experiment, there was adequate power to detect effects of interest 
using the method of collapsing the data set to independent means.  Alternative 
methods of analysis might be promising for some studies that lack sufficiently large 
sets of independent observations.  Randomization tests might be used with the 
incorporation of  randomization of  residuals, for data sets with appropriately 
distributed residuals.  It may prove useful to construct a parametric AOV without the 
assumption of independent observations by directly specifying the correlation between 
observations (Geisser and Greenhouse, 1958).  It may also be possible to modify 
mixture models for this purpose (Cornell, 1990), though the emphasis in mixture 
models has been on absolute effects.  In standard mixture models, the responses in 
single-genotype plots would function similarly to covariates.  For these analyses it 
would still be necessary to carefully consider how observations are reused, since 
reusing single-genotype observations as predictor variables within a treatment could 
lead to problems with colinearity (Draper and Smith, 1998).  Applying a series of 
linear contrasts to log-transformed observations of  percent severity might give results 
somewhat similar to the comparisons of RMR reported here, since the log of a ratio is 
equal to the difference between logs.  The results would not be the same, however, 
because the contrasts would be based on the mean of  logs rather than the log of  means. 
Tests for the presence of  host-diversity effects using such an approach might be 
undesirably conservative. 
Using the conservative analysis based on independent means, average density 
effects on relative mixture responses were consistently quadratic over two very 
different seasons.  This response was unexpected.  It is possible that a trend for 
increased host-diversity effects with increasing density (because of  smaller genotype 
unit [Mundt and Leonard, I 986a]) and a trend for decreased host-diversity effects with 
increasing density (because of shortened dispersal gradients) combined to produce an 
optimum at the intermediate density.  Fortunately for potential users of  wheat 46 
mixtures, this optimum was at the density typical of  wheat production systems in the 
study area. 
As in Akanda and Mundt's (1996) study, the effects of  host diversity in 
differential mixtures were usually greatest when the frequency of  each component was 
minimized.  For mixtures composed of  only two genotypes, this would be the 50:50 
genotype proportion.  The results for the nondifferential Faro-Tres mixture were more 
erratic.  Mixture theory would argue that mixtures with the lowest frequency of  the 
susceptible Faro would experience the greatest mixture effect for reduced disease 
(Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  But we would also expect high variability in disease 
severity for the Faro-Tres mixtures with a low frequency of Faro because only a small 
proportion of  plants can have appreciable infection.  Also, in the analysis of 
independent means, tests for this nondifferential mixture are based on averages over 
only half as many observations in mixtures as for the differential mixtures. 
Differential mixtures can experience a greater mixture effect for reduced 
disease because each component can benefit from reduced inoculum.  There is also the 
potential for benefits from induced resistance (Callonec et aI.,  1996).  In non­
differential mixtures, only the more susceptible component benefits.  As might be 
expected, the host-diversity effect for reduced disease was greater for the mixture with 
differential susceptibility (Faro-Tyee) than for the mixture with varying susceptibility 
(Faro-Tres).  But this comparison is based on only one non-differential mixture and 
differences due to differentiality are confounded with other ways in which Tyee and 
Tres differ in mixture with Faro. 
There was some evidence for interactions with density, so we should 
emphasize that our results in the analysis of  density main effects (analysis 1) are 
average effects.  The RMR will vary throughout an epidemic, often reaching a 
maximum at an intermediate time point (Wolfe and Barrett, 1980).  Because disease 
levels could not be estimated at exactly the same point in both seasons, this difference 
in timing may explain some differences between years and interactions between year 
and treatment or density. Changes in cultivar frequency over time may also have 
caused some differences in host-diversity effects between treatments.  Since seed from 47 
the first season was used to plant the second season, changes in cultivar frequency 
could accumulate over two seasons.  Between the original planting in 1996 and the 
planting in 1997, frequencies had changed by an average of  - 3% for Faro in Faro­
Tres mixtures, + 2% for Faro in Faro-Tyee mixtures, and -12% for Jacmar in Jacmar­
Tyee mixtures (1. Brunet and C.  C. Mundt, in preparation).  Strongly significant 
interactions between frequency and density were not found in this experiment. 
To summarize our most important results, the effects of  density on stripe rust 
severity were reversed in the two years of  our study.  Despite this dramatic difference 
between the two years, the average effect of  density on the RMR was consistently 
quadratic in the two years.  The greatest host-diversity effect in both years was for the 
density typically planted by growers in the area of the study.  This strong influence of 
planting density on host-diversity effects suggests that caution should be used when 
applying the results of  one mixture study to systems that might involve different 
planting densities.  In addition, analyses of  the RMR should be designed to take into 
account which observations are independent. 48 
Chapter 4 
Host Diversity Can Reduce Potato Late Blight Severity 
for Focal and General Patterns of Primary Inoculum 
K. A. Garrett and C. C. Mundt 49 
ABSTRACT 

The use of  host diversity as a tool for management of  potato late blight has not been 
viewed as promising in the past.  But the increasing importance of  late blight 
internationally has brought new consideration to all potential management tools.  We 
studied the effect of  host diversity on epidemics of  potato late blight in Oregon, USA, 
where there was little outside inoculum.  The experimental system consisted of  the 
susceptible potato cultivar Red LaSoda and a highly resistant experimental potato 
variety, inoculated with local isolates ofUS-8 Phytophthora irifestans.  Potatoes were 
grown in single-genotype plots and also in a mixture of 10 susceptible and 26 resistant 
potato plants.  Half  ofthe plots received inoculation evenly throughout the plot (general 
inoculation) and half  received an equal quantity of  inoculum in only one comer ofthe 
plot (focal inoculation).  The host-diversity effect on foliar late blight was significant in 
both years ofthe investigation; the area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) was 
reduced by an average of  37% in 1997 and 36% in 1998.  The AUDPC was greater in 
single genotype stands of  the susceptible Red LaSoda inoculated throughout the plot as 
compared with stands inoculated in one focus.  Though the influence ofinoculum pattern 
on host-diversity effects was not statistically significant, in both years there was a trend 
toward greater host-diversity effects for general inoculation.  Statistical significance of 
host-diversity effects on tuber yield and blight were found only in one of  the two years. 
In that year, tuber yield from both the resistant and susceptible variety was increased in 
mixtures compared to single genotype stands and tuber blight was decreased in mixtures 
for the susceptible Red LaSoda. 
INTRODUCTION 
Host diversity slows epidemics of  such diseases as rusts and mildews of  small 
grains to the degree that host diversity can be manipulated as a disease management tool 
(Wolfe, 1985). In contrast, the effects of  host diversity on epidemics oflarger plants has 
been predicted to be small (van der Plank:,  1968).  A host-diversity effect can be defined 
as a change in a response, such as percent disease severity, when host genotypes are 
mixed in a population as compared to when the same genotypes are grown in separate 50 
populations.  We have summarized some predictors for the magnitude of  host-diversity 
(Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  In general, the greatest effect of  host diversity for reduced 
disease might be expected for host-pathogen systems with small host plants, shallow 
pathogen dispersal gradients, small lesions, short pathogen generation times, and 
pathogen populations with strong host specialization (Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  Host­
diversity effects are predicted to be greater for smaller host plants, such as wheat and 
barley, since inoculum on small plants may be more effectively mixed throughout the 
host population as opposed to landing mostly on the source host individual (Mundt and 
Leonard, 1985; Mundt and Leonard, 1986).  Potatoes are relatively larger plants and so 
might have a greater level of  autoinfection (sensu Robinson, 1976) than small grains for 
pathogens with similar dispersal gradients.  Also, lesion expansion in late blight can be 
very important, especially for stem lesions that can expand to destroy a large portion of 
individuals.  Overall levels of  variability tend to be low in populations of  the causal 
agent, Phytophthora infestans, since only one or a few clonal lineages are represented in 
many populations (Dorrance et aI.,  1999; Miller et aI.,  1997).  These predictors would 
suggest that host-diversity effects would be smaller for late blight of  potatoes than for 
rusts and mildews of  small grains, for example.  On the other hand, there may be greater 
levels of  variability in P.  infestans populations that is relevant to host specificity than is 
detected in general surveys of  genetic variation such as RFLP and AFLP analyses.  Also, 
the more pathogen generations that occur during an epidemic, the greater the effect of 
host diversity will tend to be (Leonard, 1969).  Though late blight epidemics may be 
rapid on susceptible potatoes with no fungicide applications, the generation time for P. 
infestans is relatively brief (Miller et aI.,  1998; Mizubuti and Fry, 1998).  Also, though 
there is variability in estimates of  dispersal gradients for P.  infestans, it appears that 
gradients tend to be relatively shallow (Paysour and Fry, 1983; Garrett and Mundt, in 
preparation).  In summary, these predictors give a mixed review on the likelihood that a 
host-diversity effect will be observed for potato late blight. 
In field studies of  late blight in potato genotype mixtures in France, Andrivon 
found evidence for a host-diversity effect (D. Andrivon, personal communication). 
Potato genotype mixtures in Ecuador showed less potential, with the exception of  one of 51 
three experimental sites (Garrett et aI., unpublished).  One important difference between 
Ecuadorian and European epidemics is that late blight in France tended to follow a 
typical spatial pattern for northern Europe, with obvious foci (D. Andrivon, personal 
communication).  In Ecuador, on the other hand, disease was widespread throughout 
experimental plots from early on in the epidemics (Garrett et aI., unpublished).  Mundt 
and Leonard (1985) found that the effect of  host diversity on rust epidemics was greater 
when epidemics began with a limited number of  foci. 
While potato varieties resistant to late blight are being developed, currently 
management in disease-conducive environments is dependent on use of  fungicides (Fry 
and Goodwin, 1997).  Because potatoes are an important food crop for small farmers in 
many parts ofthe world, the cost of  fungicides can be problematic.  Better resistance to 
late blight is needed, as are optimal strategies for deploying resistance.  If  potato 
genotype mixtures prove to be useful for late blight management, there are several 
potential groups of  users.  Small farmers have traditionally used mixtures of  crop 
genotypes and species (Rhoades and Bebbington, 1990), and it might be possible to 
improve strategies for combining varieties with late blight management in mind.  It might 
also be possible to choose true potato seed parents to optimize the variability in resistance 
of  progeny.  For large-scale commercial growers, advances in plant breeding technology 
may make it possible to incorporate desired variability in late blight resistance in potato 
mixtures while also maintaining a desired level of  agronomic and culinary consistency. 
Our goal in this study was to test for host-diversity effects in potato late blight 
under two patterns of  initial inoculum, focal and general (Zadoks and Schein, 1979). 
For epidemics that began in foci, inoculum was applied only to one comer of 
experimental plots; for general epidemics, inoculum was applied evenly throughout 
experimental plots.  We tested whether or not there was an effect of  host diversity on 
foliar disease progress, tuber infection, and tuber yield, and how such effects might 
differ for the two spatial patterns of inoculation. 52 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental plot design.  Experimental plots were planted in a randomized 
complete block design on 12 and 13 June 1997, and 11  May 1998, at the Lewis-Brown 
Horticultural Research Farm near Corvallis, Oregon, USA.  Planting in 1998 was earlier 
to minimize the possibility of  outside inoculum.  Plots were planted to the susceptible 
potato cultivar Red LaSoda, the late blight resistant breeding selection A90586-11 
(courtesy ofD. Corsini, University ofIdaho), or a 10:26 mixture of  Red LaSoda and 
A90586-11, following the spatial pattern in Figure 4.1.  In each of  three blocks in 1997 
and four blocks in 1998, one plot of  each ofthe monocultures and the mixture received 
focal inoculation and one plot of  each received general inoculation, as described below, 
for a total of  six plots per block. 
Plots were four rows wide (3.45 m) with 0.86 m between 2.06-m long rows, and 
with 0.23 m spacing between the nine potato plants within a row.  Borders of  rye (Secale 
cereale) in 1997 and oats (Avena sativa) in 1998 were planted around potato plots so that 
a plot's nearest neighboring plot was at least 4.9 m away.  Overhead irrigation was used 
at rates comparable to commercial production, but additional brief irrigation was added 
during particularly dry, hot conditions to help ensure epidemics.  In order to prevent 
infection before artificial inoculation, chlorothalonil was applied at the highest labeled 
rate twice in 1997, 14 and 21  July, and twice in 1998, 12 and 19 June.  In addition, 
cymoxanil was applied 6 June 1998.  Fields were scouted regularly and no lesions 
were detected before plots were inoculated in either year. 
Inoculation.  A local US-8 isolate, collected in the previous year, was used for 
inoculations.  Cultures were grown on rye agar plates for 2 weeks prior to inoculation. 
Plates were washed to produce a suspension of  2.7 x 10
4 sporangia/mL in 1997 and 
1.3 x 10
6 in 1998.  Plants were inoculated in the evenings of 8 August 1997, and 8 
July 1998, by placing 10 IJ-L drops of  the suspension on the upper surfaces of leaflets 
using a repeater pipette.  In plots receiving general inoculation, we put 144 drops of 
the sporangial suspension in each plot, arranged as approximately four drops per each 
plant.  In plots receiving focal inoculation, we also placed 144 drops/plot, arranged as 
approximately 36 drops on each of four plants in one corner of  the plot.  In the plots 53 
Figure 4.1.  Planting pattern for potato genotype mixtures in experimental plots, 
indicating the location of  the late blight-susceptible cultivar Red LaSoda (Sus) and the 
resistant breeding selection A90586-11 (Res).  Each "Sus" and "Res" indicates the 
position of  an individual plant. 
Sus J  Res  I Sus I Res 
Res  Res  Res  Res 
Res  I Sus  I Res  I Sus 
Res  Res  Res  Res 
Sus JRes  I Sus  I Res 
Res  Res  Res  Res 
Res  I Sus I Res  I Sus 
Res  Res  Res  Res 
Sus I Res  I Sus I Res 54 
containing mixtures, genotypes were arranged so that one of  the four corner plants 
being inoculated was the susceptible Red LaSoda, just as Red LaSoda made up 
approximately one-fourth ofthe plants in the plot. 
Disease severity.  The percentage of  blighted foliage was estimated visually in 
each plot and averaged for two observers.  Estimates were made between 18 Aug and 9 
Sept 1997 and between 23 July and 4 Aug 1998. 
Yield measurements.  Tubers were harvested 25 September 1997 and 9 
September 1998 after vines had been killed with a herbicide as a standard production 
practice.  Tubers from the outer two rows of  each plot were collected and, the following 
day, we recorded the number oftubers with apparent bacterial soft rot and the number 
that appeared firm.  We assumed that soft rot indicated earlier tuber infection by P. 
in/estans, though firm tubers may also have been infected.  Firm tubers were weighed for 
a measure of yield.  Both counts and weights were recorded for tubers at least 2.5 cm in 
diameter. 
Statistical analysis.  For the analyses ofpercent severity, the area under the 
disease progress curve (AUDPC) was calculated using the midpoint rule (Campbell and 
Madden, 1990) to summarize the epidemic in each year.  An analysis ofvariance (AOV) 
was performed on the AUDPCs, treating all combinations of  inoculum pattern and host 
genotype as different treatments to make the formulation oftests clearer (Table 4.1).  The 
following linear model was fit to the data in each year: 
Yu = ).! + ti + Pj + Eij, 

where Yij is the AUDPC for the ijth experimental plot, ti is the effect of  the ith 

treatment (i = 1,...  ,6), Pj is the effect ofthe jth block, and Eij  (j  = 1,...  ,3  in 1997 and j = 

1,...  ,4 in 1998) is the residual error.  Planned contrasts were used to test effects as C't, 

where t  is the vector of  treatment effects in the order of  Table 4.1  and c is the vector 

of  coefficients for a particular contrast. Most of  the contrasts were straightforward and 

the values in c for each are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.  The residuals showed some 

tendency to increase in magnitude with increasing predicted values, so we also analyzed 

10glO-transformed responses.  The results ofthe two AOVs were essentially the same, 
Table 4.1.  Experimental treatments used to study the effects of  initial inoculum pattern and host genotypic composition on epidemic 
progression of  potato late blight 
Pattern of  inoculation 
Treatment  for Phytophthora infestans  Potato genotype(s) 
1  General  36 plants of  Red LaSoda (susceptible cultivar) 
2  General  36 plants of  A90586-11 (resistant breeding selection) 
3  General  10 plants of  Red LaSoda combined with 26 plants of  A90586-11 a 
4  Focal  36 plants of  Red LaSoda 
5  Focal  36 plants of  A90586-11 
6  Focal  10 plants of  Red LaSoda combined with 26 plants of  A90586-11 a 
aThe pattern of  individual plants in mixtures is shown in Figure 1. 
Vl 

Vl 
Table 4.2.  Analysis of  variance (AOV) of  the area under the disease progress curve for late blight in single genotype and mixed 
genotype plots of  potato 
P-values from AOV 
Source (single df  contrast)  1997  1998  Form of contrast (c't 
Inoculum pattern (IP)  0.023
b  0.031  (1,1,0,-1,-1,0) 
for Red LaSoda (susceptible)  0.004  0.004  (1,0,0,-1,0,0) 
for A90586-11 (resistant)  0.960  0.971  (0,1,0,0,-1,0) 
IP x host genotype interaction  0.026  0.034  (1,-1 ,0,-1,1 ,0) 
P-values from AOV 
Absolute mixture response  Relative mixture response 
Source  1997  1998  1997  1998  Form of  contrast (  c') 
Host-diversity (HD) effect  0.003  0.002  0.000  0.000  (10/36,26/36, -1,10/36,26/36,-1) 
for general inoculum pattern  0.007  0.010  0.036  0.002  (10/36,26/36,-1,0,0,0) 
for focal inoculum pattern  0.079  0.046  0.002  0.005  (0,0,0,10/36,26/36.-1 ) 
HD x inoculum pattern interaction  0.346  0.606  0.281  0.557  (10/36,26/36,-1,-10/36,-26/36,1) 
aThe order of  treatments for contrasts is as in Table 4.1. 

bP-values for main tests that indicate significance at the ex = 0.1  level are printed in bold font. 
Table 4.3.  Observed mean yield and mean percentage soft rot-infected tubers per experimental plot for a resistant and a susceptible 
potato genotype planted in single-genotype stands and in mixtures inoculated with Phytophthora infestans in two different spatial 
patterns 
Mean yield (kg Qer Qlant) 
1997  1998 
Mean Qercentage infected tubers 
1997  1998 
Focala General  Focal  General  Focal  General  Focal  General 
Red LaSoda (susceptible) 
from mixed genotype plots  0.531  0.491  20%  19%  0%  9.4% 
from single genotype plots  0.695  0.791  37%  36%  3.0%  2.3% 
A90586-11 (resistant) 
from mixed genotype plots  2.40  1.98  0%  0%  2.2%  3.0% 
from single genotYQe Qlots  2.31  2.06  0%  0%  2.0%  3.3% 
aSpatial pattern of  inoculum. 
0.533  0.398 
0.338  0.310 
l.27  1.14 
l.00  1.12 58 
with the exception of  the test of  the effect of inocul urn pattern.  Because of  this and 
because the interaction between genotype and inoculum pattern was significant, we also 
analyzed the effect of  inoculum pattern on the genotypes in separate analyses.  To 
increase the power of  the separate analyses, data fro.m  1997 and 1998 were analyzed 
together for each genotype. In addition to these analyses of  absolute differences in 
responses, we also analyzed the relative mixture response, or the ratio of  the response 
observed in mixtures to the appropriate weighted mean of  the responses in pure stands. 
We calculated this ratio separately within each block to avoid producing a data set of 
dependent observations (Garrett and Mundt, in review). 
For the analysis of  yield, tubers of  the two genotypes could be separated visually 
by color, so we were able to analyze both total yield in mixtures and the yield of  each 
genotype in mixtures.  Contrasts were constructed similarly to those for the analysis of 
percent severity, but for separate analyses of  yield for Red LaSoda, the treatment levels 
listed in Table 4.1  collapse into only levels 1,3,4, and 6, and for A90586-11, into levels 
2,3,5, and 6.  The percentage of  infected tubers for the two genotypes was analyzed in the 
same way as yield.  The patterns of  residuals from analyses of  yield and tuber infection 
were acceptable for the assumptions of  the AOV.  All statistical analyses were performed 
using SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 
RESULTS 
The host-diversity effect for reduced percent severity was significant in both 
years.  This reduction was statistically significant for both the absolute and the relative 
mixture response (Table 4.2).  The AUDPC was reduced by an average of  37% in 1997 
and 36% in 1998. 
Percent severity was higher in single genotype plots with general inoculum. 
In both years, disease levels were significantly higher under general as compared to focal 
inoculum for the AOV of  un  transformed data (Fig. 4.2; Table 4.2).  The separate 
analyses of  the two potato genotypes clarified that inoculum pattern had an important 
effect only for Red LaSoda (p =  0.018, untransformed; p = 0.017, logw-transformed) and 
not for A90586-11 (p =  0.611, untransformed; p = 0.306, 10glO-transformed). 59 
There was a trend toward greater host-diversity effects for reduced percent 
severity for plots with general inoculum.  The trend was consistent in both years of  the 
study (Fig. 4.2), but was not statistically significant (Table 4.2). 
There was a host-diversity effect on yield only in the first year.  Yield was 
higher in the mixture plots, even for the resistant genotype (Table 4.3).  This effect was 
significant for both genotypes considered individually, as well as for the total yield 
(Table 4.4).  There was not evidence for an inoculum pattern effect on yield in single 
genotype stands, but there was some evidence for an interaction between inoculum 
pattern and how large host-diversity effects were, mostly from differences in A90586-11 
(Table 4.4).  There were no significant yield effects in 1998, other than the difference 
between host genotypes (Table 4.4). 
There was a host-diversity effect for decreased tuber infection in Red 
LaSoda only in the first year.  Tuber blight incidence was reduced almost by half 
(Table 4.3).  In the second year, responses were more variable and there were no 
significant differences.  There was no evidence for an effect of  inoculum pattern 
(Table 4.4).  No tuber blight was detected for A90586-11 in 1997.  In 1998, only very 
low levels of  infection were found for A90586-11 (Table 4.3) and there was no 
evidence for effects of  host diversity or inoculum pattern. 60 
Figure 4.2.  Disease progress curves for potato late blight, with each solid line in 1997 
representing the mean of  three experimental plots and each solid line in 1998 
representing the mean of  four experimental plots.  The upper line is the progress curve 
for single genotype stands of  36 plants of  the susceptible potato cultivar Red LaSoda. 
The lower line is the progress curve for single genotype stands of  36 plants ofthe 
resistant potato breeding selection A90586-11.  The solid middle line is the progress 
curve for a mixture of 10 plants of  Red LaSoda and 26 plants of  A90586-11.  The dotted 
middle line indicates the average of  the responses in single genotype stands, weighted 
according to their proportion in the mixture; this is the predicted disease progress curve 
in the mixtures under the null hypothesis of  no host-diversity effect. 
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Days after inoculation Table 4.4.  Analysis of  the effects of  potato genotype, genotype mixture, and initial inoculum pattern of  Phytophthora infestans on 
potato yield and percent soft rot-infected tubers 
P-values from AOV 
Percent 
Yield  infected tubers 
Source 	 1997  1998  1997  1998  Form of  contrast (c't 
Both genotypes combined 
Host-diversity (HD) effect 
for focal inoculum pattern 
for general inoculum pattern 
Inoculum pattern (IP) 
Host genotype (HG) 
HD x IP interaction 
IP x HG interaction 
Red  Lasoda (susceptible) 
Host-diversity (HD) effect 
for focal inoculum pattern 
for general inoculum pattern 
HD x IP interaction 
IP in pure stands 
A90586-11 (resistant) 
Host-diversity (HD) effect 
for focal inoculum pattern 
for general inoculum pattern 
HD x IP interaction 
IP in pure stands 
0.009
b  0.619 	 ­
0.002 
0.570 
0.418  0.563 	 ­
0.000  0.000 	 ­
0.041  0.521 	 ­
0.200  0.207 	 ­
0.003  0.147 	 0.004 
0.017  0.016 
0.020  0.028 
0.805  0.658  0.791 
0.937  0.658 	 0.704 
0.059  0.972 	 ­
0.020 
0.842 
0.093  0.613 	 ­
0.256  0.279 	 ­
(10/36,26/36,-1,10/36,26/36,-1 ) 

(0,0,0,10/36,26/36,-1 ) 

(10/36,26/36,-1,0,0,0) 

(1,1,0,-1,-1,0) 

(1,-1,0,1,-1,0) 

(10/36,26/36,-1,-10/36,-26/36,1) 

(1,-1,0,-1,1,0) 

0.683 	 (1,-1,1,-1) 
(0,0,1,-1) 
(1,-1,0,0) 
0.318 	 (1,-1,-1,1) 
0.925 	 (1,0,-1,0) 
0.971 	 (1,-1,1,-1) 
(0,0,1,-1) 
(1,-1,0,0) 
0.820 	 (1,-1,-1,1) 
0.414 	 (1,0,-1,0) 
aThe order of  treatments for contrasts is as in Table 4.1.  For analyses of  Red LaSoda alone, treatments 1,3,4, and 6 are present; for 

analyses of  A90586-11 alone, only treatments 2,3,5, and 6 are present. 

bP-values for main tests that indicate significance at the ex = 0.1  level are printed in bold font. 
62 
DISCUSSION 

In contrast to earlier predictions (van der Plank, 1968), but corroborating Andrivon's 
result (in preparation), there was a significant effect of  host diversity on severity of 
foliar symptoms of  late blight. The mixtures were composed of  only a susceptible and 
a highly resistant genotype, so the mechanisms that may have contributed to the effect 
are limited in number (Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  Host-diversity effects might have 
been due to the decreased proportion of susceptible tissue, physical barriers to 
inoculum spread, and/or compensation or competition between host genotypes 
(Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  It is likely that the resistant plants produced very little 
inoculum while the epidemic proceeded on susceptible plants, so the inoculum level 
was probably greatly reduced in mixtures. The resistant plants may have acted as 
barriers to dispersal of  sporangia. Apparently, despite the relatively large size of 
potato plants, inoculum was dispersed far enough from source individuals to limit the 
amount of  autoinfection and/or was blocked by resistant plants so that spread to other 
susceptible individuals was limited.  In addition, the effect of  large plant size may 
have been mitigated by the fact that plants grew to be intertwined.  Because the 
epidemics were rapid, growth by the resistant genotype to compensate for loss in 
susceptible plant matter did not seem to be a factor until disease on susceptible plants 
approached 100% severity (K. A. Garrett, personal observation).  Another possible 
mechanism for reduction in late blight in mixtures is that competition with the 
resistant variety may have influenced the susceptibility of  Red LaSoda; such 
competitive influences have previously been suggested to operate in genotype 
mixtures (Finckh and Mundt, 1992). 
Results of  mixture studies in Ecuador were variable; some sites showed little 
effect of  host diversity on late blight, but one site showed an important effect (Garrett et 
aI., in preparation).  Part of  the reason for different performance at different sites in 
Ecuador is probably the degree of  inoculum entering fields from outside sources (K. A. 
Garrett, personal observation).  There may be high levels of  inoculum reaching fields 
near other infected fields (Garrett et aI, in preparation) and these spore showers may 
overwhelm effects of  host diversity (Wolfe, 1985).  One of  our motives in performing 63 
this study was to detennine how inoculum pattern influenced the effect of  host diversity. 
The influence of  inoculum pattern on host-diversity effects was not statistically 
significant, but there was a consistent trend for a larger host-diversity effect in plots with 
general placement of  initial inoculum.  This is in contrast to the results of  previous 
studies, in which focal inoculum resulted in greater host-diversity effects for rust (Mundt 
and Leonard, 1985).  If  the reverse effect in potato late blight is found to be real and 
consistent, this might be because of  the different dispersal gradients for the two systems 
and/or because of  the great importance of  lesion expansion for P. infestans.  But, rather 
than concluding that there should be a greater host-diversity effect in settings with what 
appears to be a general spatial inoculum, it is also important to consider the total amount 
of  inoculum coming into a field.  Continual inflow of  spores would likely decrease host­
diversity effects more than the arrangement of  initial inoculum could. 
There was evidence for greater levels of  infection under general inoculation 
compared to focal inoculation for single-genotype plots of  the susceptible Red LaSoda. 
This might be anticipated because, for focal inoculation, there is a lag time before 
infection occurs in areas further from the primary infection.  Also, for general 
inoculation, lesion expansion can continue longer before the limits to uninfected tissue 
are reached.  The result seems intuitive and corroborates studies with rusts (Mundt and 
Leonard, 1985), but there has been surprisingly little work done on the influence of 
inoculum pattern on epidemic progression.  As both mating types ofP.  infestans occur 
together in fields in more potato growing areas, soil-borne oospores may become more 
important (Andivron, 1995) and fonn a frequent source of  a general inoculum pattern. 
The effect of  host diversity on yield is more difficult to interpret in our study, 
since we were not working with isolines that differed only in late blight resistance.  A 
host-diversity effect for increased yield was found in 1997 not only for the susceptible 
Red LaSoda, as might be predicted by its decreased disease levels in mixtures, but also 
for the resistant genotype.  We can speculate that benefits to the resistant genotype 
occurred because of  lowered competition when growing with the susceptible Red 
LaSoda.  The test for host-diversity effect on yield for Red LaSoda is not as 
straightforward as it might be, because the outer two rows of  each experimental plot were 64 
harvested.  This was done in an attempt to capture as much of  the potential effects of 
inoculum pattern as possible in the small experimental plots, for which all rows were 
close to the comer that received inoculation for focal inoculum treatments.  Because the 
outer two rows were sampled, two-fifths of  the Red LaSoda plants in mixtures were 
planted on the comers of  the experimental plots (Fig. 4.1), and thus might be expected to 
be larger than plants in the middle of  rows because of lower interspecific competition. 
This is in contrast to the single-genotype plots used for estimating host-diversity effects; 
in these, only 4118 of  plants in the outer two rows were comer plants.  Thus, yield per 
plant in mixtures might have been greater simply because a higher percentage of  Red 
LaSoda individuals were comer plants.  But we were able to test whether this mechanism 
was at work by comparing Red LaSoda in the first and last rows from plots of  mixtures 
receiving general inoculum. If  yield for comer plants was greater, then the row with two 
Red LaSoda individuals on the comers should have a higher Red LaSoda yield per Red 
LaSoda plant than the row with both Red LaSoda individuals in the middle of  the row 
(Fig. 4.1).  In 1997, the average yield per Red LaSoda plant in the row with Red LaSoda 
individuals on the comers was 0.75 kg and the average yield per Red LaSoda plant in the 
row with no Red LaSoda individuals on the comers was 1.7 kg.  Apparently, increased 
yield in mixtures in 1997 was not an artifact of  susceptible plant position within the 
experimental plots.  In 1998, there was no significant effect of  host diversity on yield, but 
the trend was toward decreased yield in mixtures. 
For tuber infection, as well, the two years were very different.  In 1997, no 
infection was detected in the resistant genotype.  In that year, there was a statistically 
significant reduction in infection on the susceptible Red LaSoda.  In the second year 
there were no significant effects, but there was infection in the resistant genotype.  In the 
second year, the epidemic was protracted by hot, dry condititions so that the epidemic 
seemed to come to a standstill and tubers were probably exposed to lower levels of 
sporangia for a longer period oftime.  The analysis is further complicated by the fact that 
some tubers with very high levels of  soft rot were noted in the field but could not be 
counted with confidence.  Thus, our measures of  percent infection are based on tubers 
with intermediate levels of  soft rot, those that may have had large soft areas but still 65 
maintained some structural integrity, and the number of  tubers with high levels is not 
known.  Our analysis is also dependent on the assumption that soft rotting occurred 
because tubers had previously been infected with late blight. 
As a first step in evaluating the usefulness ofpotato mixtures for late blight 
management, we have learned that there can be a host-diversity effect for reduced late 
blight, corroborating Andrivon's (in preparation) results.  We have also demonstrated the 
potential for increased yield in simple potato mixtures.  The next step would be to learn 
how to manipulate the mechanisms that produce the effect for optimal disease 
management.  While the sort of  simple mixture described here may be of  direct use for 
growers who might use a less valuable resistant variety to protect a more valuable 
susceptible variety, it functions mainly as an experimental system for probing the 
presence of  host-diversity effects (Garrett and Mundt, 1999).  One obvious problem is 
that use of  this mixture did not slow epidemic progress enough to be a sufficient form of 
management if  used alone.  Use of  fungicides to slow epidemics in combination with 
mixtures would allow both a viable period of  foliage for tuber-filling and a longer 
epidemic with more generations and thus, potentially, a larger benefit from mixing 
(Garrett, in preparation).  A more useful mixture would probably contain more 
genotypes, where each variety has a high enough level of  quantitative resistance that it 
will not rapidly be defoliated by compatible pathogen races.  While potato breeders 
currently deemphasize use of  qualitative resistance, potato mixtures may be one means of 
using qualitative resistance that still has some value for extant pathogen populations. 
Even if  a sizable proportion of  the pathogen population has genes for overcoming the 
particular forms of  qualitative resistance, deployment of  genes for qualitative resistance 
in mixtures may still partition the pathogen population so that overall disease levels are 
reduced.  High levels of  tuber blight resistance would also be desirable in all mixture 
components. 66 
Chapter 5 
The Effects of Host Diversity on Epidemics of Potato Late Blight 
in the Humid Highland Tropics 
K. A. Garrett, R.  1. Nelson, C. C. Mundt, G. Chacon, R. E. Jaramillo, and G. A. Forbes 67 
ABSTRACT 

A field study at three highland sites near Quito, Ecuador, was conducted to determine 
whether host-diversity effects on potato late blight would be as important as in studies 
in temperate areas.  We expected that epidemics in the humid highland tropics would 
be influenced to a greater extent by inoculum from adjacent fields since potato 
production  continues year-round.  We used a truncated area under the disease 
progress curve as a means of standardizing comparisions across sites.  Three potato 
mixtures were compared among themselves and in combination with different planting 
densities and two fungicide regimes.  Potato-faba intercrops consisting of  only 10% 
potato gave an estimate of  the effects of  dilution of susceptible host tissue.  Host­
diversity effects were very different across study sites, with a large host-diversity 
effect only at La Tola, the site most distant from commercial potato production. 
Planting density had little influence on host-diversity effects or on late blight in single­
genotype stands.  Fungicide use in combination with potato mixtures enhanced a host­
diversity effect for reduced late blight.  Potato-faba intercrops produced only a small 
decrease in potato late blight.  Effects of  host diversity on yield were variable, with the 
greatest increase in yield for mixtures treated with fungicides at La Tola.  Direct 
effects of  host diversity on disease development seem to be less consistent in the 
tropical highlands than in the temperate zone.  However, host diversity is employed in 
traditional agriculture and may have other benefits or reduce the risk of  disease when 
considered across several seasons. 
INTRODUCTION 
There is evidence that there can be an important effect of host diversity on potato late 
blight in temperate regions such as France (Andrivon, unpublished) and the United 
States (Chapter 4).  However, results from these studies can not be directly 
extrapolated to the humid highland tropics where the epidemiology of late blight may 
be very different.  One likely difference between tropical and temperate systems is the 
level of inoculum that will immigrate from other fields.  Because of  year-round potato 
production, more outside inoculum probably reaches potato fields in the highland 68 
tropics than in Europe or North America, where blight must reinitiate each growing 
season.  Although inoculum dynamics for temperate and tropical systems have not 
been directly compared, indirect evidence from other studies corroborates the 
hypothesis that the two systems are quite different.  Studies of  the minimal plot size 
required for measuring late blight resistance in new clones in the Quito area suggested 
that adjacent rows of  5 plants were just as effective as larger plots isolated by a non­
host (Urbano, personal communication).  High levels of  aerial inoculum around Quito 
probably made neighbor effects relatively unimportant.  Year-round potato production 
and continuous presence of blight have been described by researchers working in the 
highland tropics (Forbes, unpublished).  These observations are supported by a fairly 
regular distribution of  fungicide usage throughout the year (Crissman, personal 
communication). 
Late blight is a major constraint to potato production in the Andian highlands. 
Although farmers sometimes employ moderate levels of  host plant resistance, the 
primary control strategy has been to spray with fungicides.  Often the disease is not 
controlled and losses are heavy.  Use of  more resistant cultivars and/or better deployment 
of  host resistance could reduce losses and dependence on chemical control.  Mixtures of 
potato cultivars and intercropping of  potatoes with legumes are traditional cropping 
systems in the Andes (Rhoades and Bebbington, 1990; Winters, personal 
communication).  There may be many reasons for the existence of  mixtures and 
intercropping in these systems, including pest management or an appreciation for 
maintenance of  genetic resources (Winters et aI., unpublished).  We are unaware, 
however, of  information about the role mixtures or intercropping may play in managing 
late blight in the highland tropics.  Therefore, the effect of  host diversity on late blight 
epidemiology is one factor that would be very useful to quantify as part of  an effort to 
optimize deployment of  resistance genes. 
In comparing the performance of  a management technique across a number of 
sites, it may be useful to standardize measurements of  disease severity for more direct 
comparisons.  Fry (1978) used the area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) 
and standardized it by dividing by the number of  days the epidemic was observed. 69 
Without such a standardization, the AUDPC would tend to be larger for some sites 
simply because they were observed longer.  Studies of  the effects of  host diversity on 
disease involve comparisons of  disease in a host mixture to disease in the same host 
genotypes growing in single-genotype stands.  The weighted mean of  the responses in 
single-genotype stands can be thought of  as the predicted reponse in a mixture under 
the null hypothesis of  no host-diversity effect.  Once one component of  a mixture 
approaches 100% diseased tissue, a host-diversity effect for that component is no 
longer possible.  Even before 100% infection is reached, there may be a tendency for 
disease progress to slow greatly as it approaches its maximum.  If  the host-diversity 
effect is expressed as a ratio of  observed AUDPC to predicted AUDPC (the relative 
mixture response, or RMR), this ratio will be pushed toward one if  measurements of 
percent diseased tissue extend beyond the point when disease severity of  one 
component is nearly maximum.  When measurements are made on mixtures with 
different overall levels of  disease, this will tend to make it appear that there is a 
smaller host-diversity effect for mixtures with more susceptible components.  To 
adjust for this, we used another form of standardization: the truncated AUDPC 
(T AUDPC).  To calculate the TAUDPC, the AUDPC was truncated at the point when 
the most susceptible component reached 90% infection in single-genotype stands. 
In the study reported here, we estimated the host-diversity effect for three 
potato genotype mixtures at three sites in the humid highland tropics of  Ecuador.  We 
also estimated how two other factors affected late blight and interacted with the effect 
of  host diversity.  First, we manipulated the planting density of  potatoes, both to 
determine how this influenced host-diversity effects and to make our results more 
directly comparable to results in the USA, where higher planting densities are typical. 
Second, we applied fungicides on two different schedules in potato mixtures and in 
corresponding single-genotype plots.  Potato-faba intercrops provided another 
comparison of  the effects of  crop diversity.  Maintaining this set of  current and 
potential IPM components and their combinations at three sites also enabled us to 
make a general comparison of their relative contributions to potato late blight 
management. 70 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plot design.  Experiments were carried out at one site during the 1996-1997 
season and at three sites during the 1997-1998 season (Table 5.1).  Plots were 
arranged in a randomized block design at each site, with each treatment appearing 
once in each block.  The plots were 5 m x 5 m in area including a 0.5 m deep 
perimeter of  oats (Avena sativa) around each plot.  Plots of  potatoes were alternated in 
a checkerboard pattern with 5 m x 5 m buffer plots planted only with oats.  Each plot 
consisted of  four rows of  potatoes with rows spaced 1.1  m apart (1.2 m apart at site 
IASA98) and plants 0.4 m apart within the row for a total of  40 plants per plot in 
standard density plots. 
Site differences.  Site ESC was located near other infected potato fields in an 
area where there is commercial potato production very near the experimental plots. 
Site IASA was more distant from other potato fields, but a location very favorable to 
late blight epidemics.  Site CADET98 was isolated from commercial potato fields 
(approximately 15 km) and was located at an elevation below that commonly used for 
potato  production in Ecuador.  CADET98 is considerably drier and warmer than the 
other sites (Table 5.1). 
Inoculum source.  At ESC97, one plant in the center m2 of  each plot was 
randomly selected for inoculation with a suspension of  a local isolate of  P.  infestans. 
However, the background of  infection from outside inoculum was so high that the 
inoculated plant could not be distinguished from others a week later.  The other sites 
were not inoculated but had fairly uniform levels of  infection within a plot.  In order to 
allow plants to reach a suitable size for study prior to the beginning of  the late blight 
epidemic, all plots at each site were treated with a protectant fungicide until shortly 
before disease evaluation began. 
Mixtures with varying resistance levels.  Cultivars selected for mixtures 
were chosen for measurably different levels of  resistance to late blight and were also 
included in single-genotype stands (Table 5.2).  In 1996-1997, the positions of 
genotypes were randomized; in 1997-1998, the positions were systematically 
determined, maximizing the distance between individuals of  the same cultivar. Table 5.1.  Research sites for a study ofthe effects of  host-diversity and other current or potential IPM components for 
management of potato late blight 
Site  Abbreviation  Altitude(masl}  Planting dates  Disease Evaluations  Harvest dates 
Estaci6n Santa Catalina 1997  ESC97  3060  22 and 27 Nov 1996  7 Feb - 17 Mar 1997  Apr 1997 
Estaci6n Santa Catalina 1998  ESC98  3060  12-l3 Jan 1998  20 Feb - 31  Mar 1998  23-30 Apr 1998 
Instituto Andino 
Superior de Agropecuaria  IASA98  2700  3-4 Feb. 1998  9 Apr -7  May 1998  24-25 June 1998 
Centro Academico Docente 
Experimental La Tola  CADET98  2500  12-13 Jan.  1998  6 Mar - 17 Apr 1998  17-18 June 1998 Table 5.2.  Treatments included in a study of  the effects of  host-diversity and other current or potential IPM components on 
potato late blight 
Treatmene  Density  Fungicideb  Genotype(  s) 
TI  standard  none  Santa Catalina (SC) (resistant) 
T2  standard  none  Gabriela (GA) (moderately resistant) 
T3  standard  none  Cecilia (CE) (susceptible) 
T4  standard  none  Uvilla (UV) (susceptible) 
T5  standard  none  % SC and Y4  UV 
T6  standard  none  1/3 SC, 113  GA, and 113  CE 
T7  standard  none  1/3 SC, 113  CE, and 113 UV 
T8  standard  none  1110 SC and 9110 faba beans  T1 
T9  standard  none  1110 GA and 911 0 faba beans 
T 10  standard  none  1110 CE and 911 0 faba beans 
TIl  standard  none  1110 UV and 9110 faba beans 
TI2  high  none  SC 
TI3  high  none  UV 
TI4  high  none  % SC and Y4  UV 
TI5  standard  biweekly  SC 
TI6  standard  biweekly  UV 
TI7  standard  biweekly  % SC and Y4  UV 
TI8  standard  weekly  SC 
TI9  standard  weekly  UV 
T20  standard  weekly  % SC and V4 UV 
aOnly treatments 1-4 and 6-11  were applied at site-year ESC97. 
Expectation under null hypothesise 
% T1  + Y4 T4 

1/3 T1  + 1/3 T2 + 1/3 T3 

1/3 T1  + 113  T3 + 1/3 T4 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T1  (Ho: no density effect) 

T4 (Ho: no density effect) 

% T12 + Y4 T13 

T1  (Ho: no fungicide effect) 

T4 (Ho: no fungicide effect) 

% TI5 + Y4 T16 

TI (Ho: no fungicide effect) 

T4 (Ho: no fungicide effect) 

% T18 + V4 T19 

bChlorothalonil applied at standard labelled rate. (All treatments received fungicide applications at the beginning of  the 

experiment to delay the beginning of  the epidemic until plants were larger.) 

eThe null hypothesis being considered is that there was no host-diversity effect, unless otherwise indicated. 
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Faba intercropping.  Plots contained 1110 potato (4 plants) and 911 0 (36 
plants) ofa local Faba bean cultivar  (Huagra in 1996-1997; INIAP-Quitumbe in 
1997-1998). Only one potato cultivar was present within an intercrop plot: Santa 
Catalina, Gabriela, Cecilia, or Uvilla (treatments 8-11  of  Table 5.2). 
Density treatments.  In 1997-1998, a treatment with the % Santa Catalina and 
14 Uvilla mixture planted at twice the standard density, or 80 plants per plot, was 
added (treatment 14).  For testing host-diversity effects at this higher density, 
additional treatments of  pure stands of  Santa Catalina and Uvilla at high density were 
added (treatments 12-13). 
Fungicide treatments.  To test for interactions between fungicide applications 
and genotype mixing, fungicide treatments were added in 1997-1998.  The % Santa 
Catalina and 14 Uvilla mixture (at standard density) appeared in three treatments: one 
receiving no protectant fungicide (treatment 5), one receiving biweekly applications of 
chlorothalonil at recommended rates (treatment 17), and one receiving weekly 
applications (treatment 20).  Corresponding single-genotype plots of  Santa Catalina 
and Uvilla also received the same level of fungicide application (treatments 
1,4,15,16,18,9). 
Disease assessment.  The percent infected tissue was estimated visually on the 
dates indicated in Table 5.1.  For intercrop plots, the percent infected tissue was 
estimated only for potatoes, ignoring the late blight-immune fabas.  The area under the 
disease progress curve (AUDPC), calculated by the midpoint rule method (Campbell 
and Madden, 1990), was used as one response variable: 
AUDPCij  = Lk=l 
n
-
1 [(tk+1 - tk)(Yijk + Yij(k+l»)/2], 
where Yijk is the percent severity observed at time k for the ith treatment in the jth 
block, tk is the Julian date of  the observation, and observations were made on n dates. 
Alternative truncated AUDPC's were also calculated.  These were based on the 
AUDPC only up to the point when the most susceptible component reached 90% 
infection in pure stand.  For some mixtures this never occurred, so the truncated 
AUDPC was the same as the complete AUDPC. 74 
Truncation to standardize AUDPC's for comparison.  To produce the 
truncated AUDPC (TAUDPC), each measure of  percent severity in a mixture plot was 
adjusted as follows.  Let dmax be the cut-off disease level, the level of disease in the 
most susceptible component that signals the time for truncation, tmjmax, where we 
designate the most susceptible component as treatment m in block j.  In our analysis, 
we took dmax = 90% infection.  Because percent severity was measured only at 
approximately weekly intervals, dmax was likely to be reached at a time in between 
reading dates.  Just as typical calculations of  an AUDPC rely on linear interpolation 
between sampling dates (Campbell and Madden, 1990), we interpolated between 
sampling dates in the susceptible variety to calculate tmrax.  For the most susceptible 
component, in the case Ymja> dmax and Ymj(a+l) < dmax, we first calculated the slope for 
the most susceptible component, 
Smj  =  (Ymj(a+l) - ymja)/(ta+l - ta) 
and then 
tmrax = tmja + (dmax - Ymja)/smj-
The value oftmjmax calculated from the most susceptible component was used for 
calculating the TAUDPC for each component and for the corresponding mixture.  The 
individual plot slope, Sij, between tmja and tmj(a+l) was calculated separately for each 
component and for the mixture: 
TAUDPCij = Lk=la [(tk+l - tk)(Yijk + Yij(k+l»)/2] 
+ (tmrax - tmja)(Yija + smj{tmax - ta))/2 
We should emphasize that these calculations were done separately for each mixture 
plot so that replicates of a given treatment were independent.  Results for mixtures 
which shared the same component cultivars were not independent, however (Chapter 
3). Code for a program to calculate the TAUDPC is available from K. A. Garrett. 
The relative mixture response (RMR), the ratio of  the response observed in 
mixture to the prediction under the null hypothesis, was also calculated for both the 
AUDPC and TAUDPC for mixtures.  The prediction under the null hypothesis ofno 
host-diversity effect is given in Table 5.2. 75 
Statistical analysis of AUDPC, TAUDPC, and RMR.  An analysis of 
variance (AOV) was performed on these responses, treating each treatment 
combination as a different level of  a single treatment to make the formulation of tests 
clearer (Table 5.2).  The following linear model was tit to the data for each site-year 
combination: 
Xij = fl + Ti + Pj + Eij, 
where Xij  is the AUDPC, TAUDPC, or RMR for the ijth experimental plot, Ti  is the 
effect ofthe ith treatment (i = 1,... ,20), pj is the effect of  the jth block (j = 1, ...  ,4), and 
Eij  is the residual error.  Planned contrasts were used to test effects as C'T, where Tis 
the vector of  treatment effects in the order of  Table 5.2 and c is the vector of 
coefficients for a particular contrast.  For analyses of  AUDPC, TAUDPC, and RMR, 
the distribution of  residuals from analyses was satisfactory, so no transformation was 
needed to meet the distributional assumptions of  the AOV. 
Evaluation of density and fungicide effects.  The absolute effect of  density 
was examined by linear contrasts as indicated in Table 5.2 for treatments 12 and 13. 
The absolute effect of fungicide applications was also considered using linear 
contrasts for treatments 15,16,18, and 19.  In addition, the linear and quadratic parts of 
the fungicide effect were evaluated by contrasts of  the form (-T1  - T4 + T18 + T19) 
and (+ T1  + T4 - 2 T15 - 2 T16 + T18 + T19), respectively.  For these contrasts, T1 
refers to the response for treatment 1 from Table 5.2, T4 refers to the response for 
treatment 4, etc. 
Evaluation of the effect offaba intercropping.  The AUDPC for the four 
potato cultivars in single-genotype potato plots and in plots intercropped with fabas 
were compared.  The absolute effect of intercropping was compared using planned 
linear contrasts: (T8 - TI) for Santa Catalina intercrops, (T9 - T2) for Gabriela 
intercrops, (T1 0 - T3) for Cecilia intercrops, and (TIl - T4) for Uvilla intercrops. 
The RMR for intercrops was also considered for faba intercrops separately: 
Yij / y(i-7)j - 1 =  fl + Ti + Pj + Eij, 76 
for i = 8,9,10,11.  In this analysis, there is evidence for an overall effect of 
intercropping on late blight severity if)l is significantly different from zero.  There is 
evidence for different effects of intercropping for the different potato cultivars if  the 'Ii 
are significantly different from zero. 
Evaluation of host-diversity effect.  Planned contrasts were performed as 
indicated in the list of  predictions under the null hypothesis of  no host-diversity effect 
given in Table S.2.  In addition, we also considered the influence of  planting density 
and fungicide application on host-diversity effects.  For the absolute mixture response, 
the null hypothesis of  no influence of planting density on host-diversity effects was 
considered using a contrast of  the form ((T  14 - % T12 - 14 T 13) - (TS - % T 1 - 14 
T4)).  The null hypothesis of  no effect of biweekly fungicide use on host-diversity 
effects was considered using a contrast of  the form ((T 1  7 - 3;4  TIS - 14 T 16) - (TS - % 
T1  - 14 T4)).  Similarly, the null hypothesis of no effect of  weekly fungicide use on 
host-diversity effects was considered using a contrast of  the form ((T20 - % T18 - 14 
T19) - (TS - % T1  - 14 T4)). 
For the analysis of  the RMR, a host-diversity effect could be detected if  the 
RMR was significantly different from one.  Note that, for example, tests of  a host­
diversity effect for mixtures in TS through T8 are not independent since they all 
contain estimates from T1  in their denominator.  The influence of  density on host­
diversity effects was evaluated simply by comparing the RMR for T14 to the RMR for 
TS.  The linear influence of  fungicide use on host-diversity effects was evaluated by 
using a linear contrast on the RMR: (-TS + T20).  The quadratic part of a fungicide 
effect on host-diversity effects was evaluated using the linear contrast (+TS - 2T17 + 
T20).  For tests of  the influence of  density and fungicide use, there is no problem of 
lack of independence since separate single-genotype stands were included to 
correspond to each density and level of fungicide application. 
Analysis of IPM components across sites.  In a second analysis, the means 
from year-site combinations were evaluated as a simple summary of  the performance 
of  the different management techniques. Responses were expressed in terms of  the 
percent reduction in the AUDPC and TAUDPC.  In this analysis, we attempted to -------------------------------------
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construct meaningful comparisons for how well a particular treatment performed 
compared to a system without the benefit of  that treatment.  The form of  comparisons 
is summarized in Table 5.3. 
Yield.  Fresh weights of  tubers were recorded for each plot on the dates 
indicated in Table 5.1.  All rows were harvested in an effort to represent all potato 
genotypes as well as possible.  Yield from faba intercrops was not analyzed because of 
the difficulties of interpretation given the small number of  potato plants and the poor 
stands of  fabas. Linear contrasts were used to compare yields as described for 
comparing AUDPCs above.  Because there was a tendency for the variance of 
residuals to increase with increasing predicted values, logw-transformed yield was also 
analyzed. 
RESULTS 
Single-genotype stands.  The relative levels of  resistance of  potato cultivars in 
single-genotype stands were generally as we anticipated, though there was some 
variation from site to site.  Gabriela had intermediate levels of  disease in 1997-98 and 
in CADET98.  At the other sites in 1998-99, Gabriela performed similarly to the 
highly susuceptible cultivar Uvilla (Fig. 5.1).  Cecilia had less disease than Uvilla at 
CADET98, although the two cultivars were similar in disease expression for other 
site-years (Fig. 5.1). 
Mixtures with varying resistance levels.  There was strong evidence for a 
host-diversity effect for reduced AUDPC only at site CADET98 (Fig. 5.2).  The 
largest estimated host-diversity effect was for the % Santa Catalina + Y4  Uvilla mixture 
with weekly fungicide applications.  There was a trend toward host-diversity effects 
when considering all the site-year combinations, and this trend was more striking for 
the analysis using the TAUDPC (Fig. 5.2). Table 5.3.  Effectiveness of  different components for the IPM of  potato late blight.  Table entries are  (mean observation - mean 
prediction under null hypothesis of  no effect)/(mean prediction under null hypothesis ofno effect). 
% Change in Disease Levels due to ComQonents  % Change in Yield due to ComQonents 
Based on AUDPC  Based on T AUDPC 
Component(s)  Mean  Best site Worst site  Mean  Best site Worst site  Mean  Best site  Worst site 
Resistance
a  -53  -72  -35  +158  +236  +76 
Fungicides
b  -45  -63  -34  +441  +1142  +76 
Densitl  -3  -4  -2  -2  0  -3 
Intercropping  -5  -8  -2  -17  -30  -10  NA  NA  NA 
Host Diversitl  -4  -23  +14  -21  -64  +2  -3  +27  -19 
Resistance + Fungicides
e  -91  -96  -85  +4026  +11167  +359 
Host Diversity + Fungicidel -75  -86  -56  +187  +298  +128 
Host Diversity + Densityg  -18  -32  +12  -11  +12  -29 
a Santa Catalina (resistant) vs. Uvilla (susceptible). 
b Uvilla with weekly fungicide applications vs. Uvilla with no fungicide applications. 
C Uvilla at standard density vs. Uvilla at high density. 
d Uvilla and Santa Catalina in mixture vs. weighted mean of  single genotype stands. 
e Santa Catalina with weekly fungicide applications vs. Uvilla with no fungicide applications. 
f Uvilla and Santa Catalina in mixture with weekly fungicide applications vs. weighted mean of  single genotype stands with no 
fungicide applications. 
g Uvilla and Santa Catalina in mixtures at standard density vs. weighted mean of  single genotype stands at high density. 79 
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Figure 5.1.  Disease progress curves for late blight in single-genotype plots of  each of 
the four potato genotypes for each of  the four site-year combinations studied. 
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Figure 5.2.  The relative mixture response (RMR; AUDPC in mixture/weighted mean 
AUDPC in single-genotype stands) for potato late blight in three potato mixtures.  If 
the RMR is less than 1, this indicates a host-diversity effect for reduced disease.  The 
mixture of  % Santa Catalina (resistant) and Yt Uvilla (susceptible) was also studied at 
double the standard planting density and under two fungicide regimes.  The statistical 
significance of  the host-diversity effect, based on linear contrasts, is indicated by the 
shading of individual symbols.  Symbols shaded grey indicate that the host-diversity 
effect was statistically significant with p < 0.1; symbols shaded black indicate that the 
effect was statistically significant with p < 0.05.  Results were also calculated for the 
same mixtures with the relative mixture response calculated using the truncated 
AUOPC (TAUDPC). (For AUDPC results, circle = site-year ESC97, square = site­
year ESC98, triangle = site IASA98, and diamond = site CADET98). 
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Faba intercropping.  Faba plants had poor emergence in the 1996-1997 
season and were often smaller and sparser than potato plants at all sites.  Based on 
linear contrasts, there were no potato and faba intercropping effects with p < 0.11, 
though there was a clear trend toward reduced late blight in intercrops compared to 
pure stands (Fig. 5.3).  This trend was more dramatic for the analysis using the 
TAUDPC (Fig. 5.3).  In the separate analysis of the RMR in faba intercrops, there was 
no evidence for differences in effects for different cultivars.  Whether the overall 
effect of intercropping was statistically significant varied from site to site.  There was 
no evidence for this effect at ESC97 (AUDPC p=0.86; TAUDPC p=0.96) but at the 
same site the following year (ESC98) there was some evidence for an overall effect 
(AUDPC p=0.1 0; TAUDPC p=0.07).  There was strong evidence for an overall effect 
at IASA98 (AUDPC p=O.O 1; TAUDPC p=O.OO), but the effect was not statistically 
significant at CADET98 (AUDPC p=0.51; TAUDPC p=0.20). 
Density treatments.  In single-genotype plots of  Santa Catalina and of  Uvilla, 
the AUDPC was lower at the standard planting density than at the doubled planting 
density at each of  the three sites (Fig. 5.4).  This trend was not statistically significant 
at any of  the three sites, however, for linear contrasts on the AUDPC (p > 0.20 in all 
cases).  For mixtures at the higher planting density, there was weak evidence for a 
host-diversity effect from linear contrasts on the AUDPC only at site CADET98 (p = 
0.09).  Tests for a difference in host-diversity effect at different densities revealed no 
evidence at any of  the sites for either linear contrasts on the AUDPC or the RMR 
calculated using either the AUDPC or the TAUDPC (p > 0.25 in all cases). 
Fungicide treatments.  Fungicide applications clearly reduced late blight 
severity in single-genotype stands for both weekly and biweekly treatments at all sites 
(p < 0.01  for all tests).  In single genotype stands, there was also a strong trend toward 
lower percent severity for weekly application of fungicides compared to biweekly 
application (Fig. 5.3). This difference was statistically significant in linear contrasts on 
the AUDPC for both Santa Catalina (p = 0.00) and Uvilla (p = 0.00) at IASA98, for 
neither cultivar at ESC98 (P > 0.15 for both), and only for Uvilla (p = 0.05) at 
CADET98.  There was also strong evidence for increased host-diversity effects with 82 
Figure 5.3.  The relative mixture response (RMR; AUDPC in mixture/weighted mean 
AUDPC in single-genotype stands) for potato late blight in four potato cultivars in 
separate intercrops with faba been.  If  the RMR is less than 1, this indicates that there 
was an effect from intercropping for reduced disease. The statistical significance of  the 
host-diversity effect, based on linear contrasts, is indicated by the shading of 
individual symbols.  Since no effects were significant for individual treatments, tests 
based on the RMR for all faba intercrops at a site are illustrated.  Symbols shaded grey 
indicate that the host-diversity effect at that site was statistically significant with p < 
0.1; symbols shaded black indicate that the effect was statistically significant with p < 
0.05. Results were also calculated for the same intercrops with the relative mixture 
response calculated using the truncated AUDPC (TAUDPC).  (For AUDPC results, 
circle = site-year ESC97, square = site-year ESC98, triangle = site IASA98, and 
diamond = site CADET98). 
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Figure 5.4.  Disease progress curves for late blight in single-genotype plots of potato 
cultivars Santa Catalina and Uvilla at standard and high planting densities. 
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increasing fungicide application levels.  This effect was highly significant for the test 
of  a linear effect of  fungicide application on host-diversity effects on the RMR 
calculated from the AUDPC (p = 0.00 for all sites).  Results varied for other forms of 
tests of  the interaction between fungicides and host-diversity effects.  For linear 
contrasts on the AUDPC, the linear part of  the fungicide effect on host-diversity 
effects was weakly significant only at  ESC98 (p = 0.06) and the quadratic part was 
not significant at any site (p > 0.2).  The quadratic effect of  fungicide application on 
host-diversity effects on the RMR calculated from the AUDPC was significant only at 
IASA98 (p = 0.00).  For an RMR calculated from the TAUPC, results were similar at 
other sites, but effects of fungicide application on host-diversity effects were no longer 
significant at CADET98 (linear p = 0.81; quadratic p = 0.23). 
Evaluation of  yield on a site by site basis.  All effects that were significant 
for the analyses of  un  transformed yield were also significant for the analysis oflogw­
transformed yield.  As might be expected, some additional effects were significant for 
analyses of  the transformed data.  Log-transforming the yield data exaggerates the 
share of  the yield that the low-yielding components comprise.  We will take a 
conservative position and emphasize effects that were significant for both transformed 
and untransformed data. 
Mixtures with varying resistance levels.  There was a trend toward a host­
diversity effect for higher yield in the three-component mixtures, with the exception of 
site IASA98 (Fig. 5.7), though these effects were not significant for the more 
conservative analysis of  un  transformed data.  The only consistent evidence for a host­
diversity effect on yield was for the mixture with weekly fungicide treatment at site 
CADET98 (p = 0.03, untransformed; p= 0.08 transformed).  For the transformed data, 
there was evidence for host-diversity effects on yield for other mixtures at each site (p 
< 0.05). 
Density treatments.  There was no evidence for an effect of  density on yield 
in single-genotype stands or for a density effect on the host-diversity effect on yield (p 
> 0.30 for all tests). 85 
Fungicide treatments.  Effects of  a weekly fungicide spray on single­
genotype stands of  Santa Catalina were clearly significant at all sites (p < 0.01  for all 
sites).  There was less consistent evidence for an effect of a biweekly fungicide 
regime.  There was no evidence that the type or absence of  a fungicide regime 
influenced the magnitude of  a host-diversity effect on yield. 
Effects on late blight severity across sites (Table 5.3).  The effect of  high 
levels of  host  resistance in Santa Catalina as compared to the level of  resistance in 
Uvilla was similar to the effect of  a weekly fungicide regime.  The effects of  density 
and intercropping were small but consistent at all three sites.  The effects of  host 
diversity were variable, with an increase in disease in mixtures at one site.  The 
combination of  host resistance in Santa Catalina and a weekly fungicide regime was 
quite successful at reducing disease severity, with consistent results at all sites.  Host 
diversity in combination with fungicides also gave promising results.  The 
combination of  host diversity and density manipulation was less promising. 
Effects on yield across sites (Table 5.3).  The effect of  host resistance in 
Santa Catalina in combination with its other genetic differences from Uvilla gave 
fairly consistent and substantial benefits for yield.  The effect of fungicides on yield 
was greater, with a particularly large effect at one site.  Reducing planting density 
tended to decrease yield slightly.  The effects of  host diversity were variable, with a 
decrease in yield in mixtures at two sites.  The effect of  the resistant Santa Catalina's 
genetic differences from Uvilla in combination with fungicide applications gave a very 
great increase in yield, particularly at the site with greatest fungicide effects.  Host 
diversity in combination with fungicide applications also gave a consistent yield 
increase.  Host diversity in combination with a reduction in host density gave variable 
results, tending toward a decrease in yield. 
DISCUSSION 
We found evidence for a host-diversity effect on late blight severity, but this effect 
was variable over the three locations of  our study.  For ESC98, the site where we 
might have expected the most inoculum from adjacent fields, host diversity did not 86 
reduce disease but rather there was some evidence for a host-diversity effect for 
increased severity.  For CADET98, the site most distant from other potato fields, there 
were strong host-diversity effects for decreased severity in mixtures that included the 
potato cultivar Uvilla.  The contrasting results from these two sites are consistent with 
the idea that the level of  outside inoculum is an important factor driving the magnitude 
of  host-diversity effects (Wolfe, 1985).  But the results for faba intercrops do not show 
the same trend.  For these, the estimated effect of  intercropping at the isolated site 
CADET98 was essentially the same in magnitude as for the other sites, though the 
effect was not statistically significant at CADET98 as it was at other sites.  The 
difference in results for faba intercrops and potato mixtures might have resulted from a 
few factors.  First, because of  the generally poor growth of  fabas in this experiment, 
they may have provided much less of a physical barrier between potato plants of  the 
same genotype than did potatoes in the potato mixtures.  Also, potatoes in potato 
mixtures may have been subject to more effects from competition and the ways in 
which competition varied from one site to another.  Likewise, there was no possibility 
of  compensation in intercrops since severity was measured only on potato plants; that 
is, foliage loss in the susceptible cultivar could not be replaced by growth of  the 
resistant cultivar.  Finally, we anticipated greater variance in our estimates of disease 
severity in intercrop plots, since severity was measured for only four potato plants per 
plot, as compared to the 40 plants per plot in a potato mixture. 
The lack of  a statistically significant density effect on disease in single­
genotype stands was somewhat surprising.  It might have been anticipated that higher 
density plots would produce a microclimate more conducive to late blight (Burdon and 
Chilvers, 1982).  One reason that our studies may have shown little response for 
density changes is that the realized density of  foliage may have been similar for both 
our planting densities.  Traditional potato cultivars in the Andes, including those we 
used, are late and produce large amounts of foliage.  Plants in our higher density 
treatment may have suffered from overcrowding.  It might be that a planting density 
much lower than standard would produce an effect, but yield might be reduced enough 
to make such a planting density impractical.  There was no evidence for an influence 87 
of planting density on host-diversity effects, as might be expected because of  the small 
effects in single-genotype stands.  This is in contrast to wheat stripe rust, for which 
there was a large influence of  planting density on host-diversity effects (Chapter 3). 
Different density effects in these two systems may be due in part to differences in 
plant architecture. 
In general, there was a greater host-diversity effect for plots that received 
fungicide applications.  This interaction was especially marked at site CADET98. 
Greater host-diversity effects might be predicted because of  the greater number of 
pathogen generations that could turn over during slower epidemics (Leonard, 1969). 
This analysis also demonstrates the utility of studying both the absolute and relative 
host-diversity effects.  For site CADET98, there is little influence of  fungicide regimes 
on the absolute host-diversity effect; the absolute reduction in AUDPC due to host 
diversity is approximately the same regardless of  the fungicide regime.  But the 
relative reduction is much greater for plots with weekly fungicide applications.  We 
can interpret the truncated AUDPC (TAUDPC) as a measure of  the effects of  host­
diversity while the susceptible component of  a mixture is still in the game.  If  the 
greater number of  pathogen generations during the course of  the epidemic resulted in a 
greater host-diversity effect for plots with fungicide treatments, we might expect that 
the RMR based on the TAUDPC would also show a greater effect for fungicide 
treatments.  This was true for two sites, but at CADET98 the RMR based on the 
TAUDPC was essentially the same for all fungicide regimes.  While the epidemic in 
the susceptible genotype was still active, the host-diversity effect seemed to be just as 
great with or without fungicide applications at this site.  The difference under a 
fungicide regime was that the epidemic was slowed so that apparently the susceptible 
component could benefit from mixing with the resistant component throughout the 
season.  It could also be that, while the host-diversity effect was compounding in the 
fungicide-treated plots over time, the level of  outside inoculum and interplot 
interference was also increasing over time. CADET98 was a much warmer site and 
epidemics tend to be faster there. 88 
Host-diversity effects on yield were greatest, on average, at site CADET98 and 
the only statistically significant host-diversity effect was for the mixtures with weekly 
fungicide applications at that site.  This is consistent with the fact that we observed the 
greatest host-diversity effect on disease severity for that treatment.  For treatments that 
had small or no host-diversity effects on disease severity, there was no reason to 
expect a large host-diversity effect on yield.  The potato cultivars selected for this 
study were chosen based only on our knowledge of  their levels of  resistance and 
would not necessarily be compatible for other aspects of  their cultivation. 
In comparing the effect of  the different IPM components on late blight 
severity, genetic resistance and fungicide applications were clearly the most important. 
Their effects were similar, though we should note that fungicide applications were 
included at the beginning of  the season for all treatments.  We should also point out 
that these fungicide applications were made by scientists in an environment with better 
management than is possible for many farmers in Ecuador, so fungicide efficacy may 
be higher here than in farmers' fields.  The relative equality in effects between 
fungicides and resistance is similar to the results of  Fry's (1978) study of  fungicides 
and resistance in the USA.  Both density manipulation and intercropping gave only 
small effects, but their cumulative effects over many seasons could be important.  On 
average, host-diversity alone gave a small reduction in disease severity, but the effect 
was variable.  The effects of  host-diversity measured using the TAUDPC were more 
promising.  Ifwe interpret the TAUDPC as giving results more similar to what might 
be seen for a successful mixture with differential resistance, then the effect of  host­
diversity for more sophisticated mixtures could be important. 
The combination of  resistance and fungicide applications was quite successful. 
In the Quito area, where tuber blight is generally not found (Forbes, unpublished), 
91 % reduction in AUDPC may be adequate for maintaining yield.  The combination 
of  host-diversity and density manipulation were not effective enough for reliable 
management, though, again, their cumulative effect could be important.  The 
combination of  host diversity and fungicides was much more promising than host 
diversity alone.  With very few exceptions (e.g., Kousik et aI.,  1996), this combination 89 
of  management techniques has not been examined.  If the usefulness of  this 
combination is due at least in part to the fact that more pathogen generations can occur 
during the longer epidemic produced by fungicides, then a similar effect might be 
anticipated if  the overall level of  resistance was increased within a genotype mixture. 
It would be useful to compare the host-diversity effect in two mixtures, both with the 
same magnitude of  difference in resistance between components, but with different 
overall levels of  resistance.  We might anticipate that the host-diversity effect would 
be greater for the higher overall level of  resistance. 
In comparing the effect of  the different IPM components on yield, resistance 
and fungicide regimes were again clearly the most important.  There was a trend 
toward slightly higher yields at higher densities, but this was not statistically 
significant.  The performance of  host-diversity was again variable.  We might expect 
its effect on yield to be even more variable than its effect on disease severity, since the 
components were not selected to optimize yield.  The combination of  resistance and 
fungicides was very important for increasing yield, particularly at one site where the 
susceptible Uvilla failed almost completely in single-genotype stands without 
fungicide applications.  The combination of  fungicides and host-diversity showed 
some promise, though, again, the mixture components would need to be selected on 
multiple criteria to boost the efficiency of  this combination. 
This study illustrates how important it can be to study the effects of  host 
diversity and other potential IPM components in a range of environments; if  anyone 
of  these sites had been the sole study site, very different conclusions would have been 
drawn.  Studies over a longer period of  time would also allow consideration of  how 
host diversity might influence pathogen evolution.  Probably in current use of  potato 
genotype mixtures by small farmers, there is some cumulative benefit for management 
of late blight over seasons and locales, though in any given season and locale the 
effects may be variable. To the extent that high levels of  outside inoculum may reduce 
the efficacy of  host-diversity for disease management, this constraint may be removed 
as regional management of  late blight improves.  In general, use of genotype mixtures 
may also be useful in bet-hedging for other agronomic features. 90 
We can consider improvements in the efficacy of  host-diversity for disease 
management in terms of  selecting components with better differential resistance and 
also in terms of selecting true potato seed parents for useful diversity in resistance 
genes.  Race-nonspecific adaptation may be of  use: Oyarzun et aI. (1998) found 
different levels of  aggressiveness of isolates from potatoes and tomatoes when 
infecting potato.  Lannou et aI. found that race-nonspecific adaptation was very 
important in partitioning pathogen populations in host mixtures (personal 
communication).  One of  the challenges for developing good differential mixtures for 
late blight management in Ecuador is the apparent high degree of specific virulence in 
the absence of selection (Forbes et aI.,  1997). The cost of  virulence in P.  infestans may 
be low or negligable.  However, if  sexual reproduction ofP.  infestans takes place on a 
large scale in the future, mixtures with major genes for resistance might playa larger 
role. 
To summarize, we found a host-diversity effect in Ecuador comparable to the 
effect we observed in the USA (Chapter 4) at one of  three research sites near Quito. 
This site was the lowest (and therefore warmest), driest and we assume most free from 
outside inoculum.  For these reasons, this site is most like those in the temperate zone 
where host diversity does appear to have a consistent suppressive effect on late blight 
development.  At the high sites, which are more typical of  potato production in the 
humid tropical highlands, there was evidence, albeit weak, that host diversity can 
enhance the disease suppressive effects of  fungicides.  Future research should explore 
the potential use of  host diversity in combination with other factors that slow epidemic 
rate, including fungicides, host resistance and planting at higher altitudes where 
temperatures are lower. 91 
Chapter 6 
A Meta-Analysis of  Host-Diversity Effects on Potato Late Blight 
along a Geographic Gradient 
K. A. Garrett, L. N. ZUfiiga, E. Roncal, G. A. Forbes, C. C. Mundt, and R. 1. Nelson 92 
ABSTRACT 
Host-diversity effects on the severity of  potato late blight were estimated in 
experimental plots in farmers' fields for two regions of  Peru.  Sites near Cajamarca 
were nearer the equator and lower in altitude and thus potato production in the area 
was less seasonal.  In contrast, sites near Huancayo were further from the equator and 
higher in altitude.  Levels of  outside inoculum were probably lower near Huancayo 
than near Cajamarca.  While there was little difference between the sites in the 1997­
1998 season, host-diversity effects were much greater near Huancayo than near 
Cajamarca in the 1998-1999 season. Estimates of  host-diversity effects from Corvallis 
and Quito studies were also compared with results for Peru.  Host-diversity effects for 
reduced disease were generally greater for sites where we predicted lower levels of 
outside diversity.  Effects were also generally greater for potato mixtures with greater 
differences in levels of  resistance. 
INTRODUCTION 
This field study was designed to determine whether host-diversity effects on 
potato late blight varied geographically.  At Quito, near the equator, potatoes are 
grown year round and the level of  outside inoculum in potato growing areas is likely 
to be high.  Moving from Cajamarca in the north of Peru to Huancayo in central Peru, 
potato production becomes more seasonal and it would be expected that the amount of 
outside inoculum would decline.  Our hypothesis was that the likely higher level of 
inoculum at the lower elevation, more northerly Cajamarca sites in our study would 
result in a smaller host-diversity effect than would be observed at the higher elevation, 
more southerly Huancayo sites.  The results in Peru were compared to previous results 
in Ecuador and the USA using a meta-analysis approach (Cooper and Hedges, 1994). 
Our hypothesis was that the more seasonal the area was for potato production, the 
greater the host-diversity effect for reduced late blight would be.  We also considered 
the hypothesis that potato mixtures with components having greater differences in 
resistance would experience greater host-diversity effects for reduced late blight. 93 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field studies in Huancayo and Cajamarca.  Two sites in farmers' fields 
were established near each of Huancayo (S  12°, W 75°) and Cajamarca (S 07°, W 78°) 
during the 1997-1998 and 1998-1999 field seasons (with exception of  the 1998-1999 
season, during which we studied only one field near Cajamarca; Table 6.1).  The sites 
near Huancayo were at a higher altitude than the sites near Cajamarca, in addition to 
being further south of  the equator. 
Mixture plots were planted in  Y4  of a susceptible variety and % of a more 
resistant variety, with the varieties arranged systematically to maximize the distance 
between susceptible varieties.  The different mixtures studied are listed in Table 6.2. 
At each site, two different mixtures were planted along with the pure stands of  the 
component varieties.  Because of seed tuber limitations, the same mixtures could not 
be planted at every site during the first season. 
Research plots were arranged in a randomized complete block design with four 
replicates.  Plots were 4 m x 4 m, consisting of 12 plants in each of  four 1 m wide 
rows.  Plots were spaced at least 4 m apart from each other on all sides and borders 
were planted with oats (Avena sativa) near Huancayo and rye (Secale cereale) near 
Cajamarca.  To allow the plants to grow before the epidemic began, protective 
fungicides were applied at the beginning of  the season.  All inoculum was naturally 
occurring and epidemics began late in the 1998-1999 season because of  unusually dry 
conditions. 
Percentage foliar disease severity was evaluated separately for the cultivars in 
mixtures as well as in the single-genotype plots.  The area under the disease progress 
curve (AUDPC) for each site was analyzed separately in an analysis of  variance 
(AOV).  The following linear model was fit to the data for each site-year combination: 
Xij = I.l + "ti +  ~j + Eij, 
where Xij is the AUDPC for the ijth experimental plot, "ti is the effect of  the ith 
treatment (i = 1,  ... ,8 in  1997-1998; i = 1, ... , 12 in 1998-1999),  ~j is the effect of  the 
jth block (j = 1, ... ,4), and Eij  is the residual error.  During the 1997-1998 season, there Table 6.1.  Sites included in study of  host-diversity effects on potato late blight near Huancayo and Cajamarca, Peru 
Site 

Aymani (Huancayo) 

Pazos (Huancayo) 

Pazos (Huancayo) 

Sicaya (Huancayo) 

Encafiada (Cajamarca) 

Porcon Alto (Cajamarca) 

Santa Clotilde (Cajamarca) 

Years  Abbreviation  Planting date 
1997-1998  H-A98  25 Oct 1997 
1997-1998  H-P98  24 Oct 1997 
1998-1999  H-P99 
1998-1999  H-S99 
1997-1998  C-E98  12 Nov 1997 
1997-1998  C-P98  13 Nov 1997 
1998-1999  C-S99 Table 6.2.  Potato cultivar mixtures included in the study of host-diversity effects on potato late blight near Huancayo and 
Cajamarca, Peru 
Potato cultivar mixture 
Resistant  Susceptible 
component  component  Sites  Log10(AUDPC(sus)/AUDPC(res»a 
%Kory  1;4 Libertefia  H-P98, H-A98, C-E98, C-P98  1.14,0.88,0.87,2.67 
% Chagllina  1;4 Yungay  H-A98  0.17 
% Chagllina  1;4 Tomasa  H-P98  1.46 
% Perricholi  1;4 Tomasa  C-E98  0.85 
% Amarilis  1;4 Yungay  C-P98, H-P99, H-S99, C-S99  2.54,2.46,2.35,0.79 
% Amarilis  1;4 Tomasa  H-P99, H-S99, C-S99  3.40, 3.l3, 0.98 
%Kory  1;4 Tomasa  H-P99,H-S99,C-S99  2.77,3.65, 1.00 
%Kory  1;4  Yungay  H-P99,H-S99,C-S99  1.84,2.87,0.80 
From Quito Study 
% Sta. Catalina  1;4 Uvilla  ESC98, IASA98, CADET98  0.31,0.18,0.55 
From Corvallis Study 
% A90586-11  1;4 Red LaSoda  FOC97, GEN97, FOC98, GEN98  1.44,1.49,2.23,2.18 
aLog lO of  the ratio ofthe mean AUDPC in single genotype stands ofthe susceptible mixture component over the mean AUDPC in 
single genotype stands ofthe resistant mixture component. 96 
were four single-genotype treatments and two mixture treatments with two readings 
each (one for each of  the two genotype components of  the mixture); during the 1998­
1999 season, there were four single-genotype treatments and four mixture treatments 
with two readings each.  Because there was a tendency for the variance of  the 
response to increase with the mean response for a given treatment, the model was fit 
using weighted least squares.  Each treatment was weighted with the inverse of  the 
estimated variance for that treatment at that site.  Percent severity in mixture was 
compared to percent severity in mono  culture for each mixture component of  each 
mixture using planned linear contrasts.  For the 1998-1999 season, during which each 
cultivar appeared in two different mixtures, the percent severity for each component in 
those mixtures was also compared.  For example, the percent severity for the cultivar 
Yungay was compared for Yungay in mixtures with Amarilis and Yungay in mixtures 
with Kory. 
Meta-analysis comparing results from Peru, Corvallis and Quito.  We also 
considered the results of  the studies near Cajamarca and Huancayo in combination 
with results from studies of  host-diversity effects on late blight near Corvallis, Oregon, 
USA (Chapter 4), and near Quito, Ecuador (Chapter 5).  From the studies in Peru, we 
had 20 mixture-site-year combinations.  We selected the treatment from the Quito 
study that was most directly analogous to the Peruvian treatments: a mixture of  314 
Santa Catalina (resistant) and l;4 Uvilla (susceptible).  This mixture was studied at 
three different sites near Quito.  The Corvallis study was of  a mixture of  % resistant 
breeding selection A90586-11 and l;4 susceptible Red LaSoda.  This mixture was studied 
for two imposed inoculum patterns (focal and general) in two different years near 
Corvallis, for a total of  four inoculum pattern-year combinations.  From these we can see 
an overall tendency for a host-diversity effect for reduced late blight.  We can also 
consider, at least qualitatively, how well two predictors perform for forecasting the 
magnitude of  host-diversity effects. 
First, we considered how the likely level of  outside inoculum may have 
influenced the host-diversity effect.  Since we did not measure inoculum levels directly, 
we could only predict them based on the degree of  seasonality of  the different areas and 97 
the weather conditions of  the year being studied.  For this analysis, we ranked the 
locations, in order of  increasing predicted inoculum levels, as Corvallis, Huancayo, 
Cajamarca, and Quito.  These levels also reflect the distance from the equator.  In 
addition, Huancayo's greater altitude makes seasonality relatively more apparent there. 
For comparisons of  years, we assumed that drier years would experience lower inoculum 
levels.  For Corvallis, 1998 was drier than 1997; for Huancayo and Cajamarca, the 1998­
1999 season was drier than the 1997-1998 season.  Note that our ranking of  the predicted 
inoculum level in a wet season in Corvallis vs. a dry season in Huancayo is arbitrary. 
Second, we considered the influence of  the difference in resistance between the 
two mixture components.  Because the relative level of  resistance varied from site to 
site, we expressed this variable as the ratio of  the AUDPC for the susceptible potato 
genotype over the AUDPC for the resistant potato genotype.  Because the influence of 
changes in this variable on the RMR is likely to be greatest at low values of  the ratio, 
we considered the RMR as a function ofloglO(AUDPC for susceptible/AUDPC for 
resistant). 
RESULTS 
Peruvian field studies (Fig. 6.1)  There was an estimated disease severity increase 
due to host diversity for the Kory-Libertefia mixture at each site in 1997-1998, though 
the effect was not statistically significant at any site.  The only statistically significant 
effects near Huancayo that season were for the Chagllina-Tomasa mixture at Pazos. 
There, disease severity was significantly reduced in mixture for the susceptible 
Tomasa, but there was a corresponding disease increase in mixture for the relatively 
resistant Chagllina.  The combination of  the two effects resulted in only a small 
decrease in disease for the mixture as a whole.  The only statistically significant result 
at sites near Cajamarca was somewhat similar.  For the Amarilis-Yungay mixture, 
disease severity for the susceptible Yungay was reduced in mixtures, but disease 
severity for the resistant Amarilis was increased in mixtures.  Even though disease 
severity was increased on Amarilis in mixtures, there was still a large reduction in 98 
Figure 6.1.  The relative mixture response (RMR; ratio of late blight severity in 
mixture over late blight severity in single-genotype stands) for each of  the potato 
mixtures studied near Huancayo and Cajamarca, Peru.  If  there was no host-diversity 
effect, the RMR was equal to one.  The RMR was calculated for the mixture as a 
whole and for each of  the resistant and susceptible components.  Squares indicate 
Huancayo sites in 1997-1998, diamonds indicate Huancayo sites in 1998-1999, 
triangles indicate Cajamarca sites in 1997-1998, and circles indicate the Cajamarca 
site in 1998-1999. When a number is printed in place of  a symbol, the number gives 
the observed RMR, which was off  the scale of  the figure.  Statistical significance of 
the host-diversity effect, based on linear contrasts, is indicated for the RMR of  the 
separate components.  Symbols shaded grey indicate that the host-diversity effect was 
statistically significant with p < 0.1; symbols shaded black indicate that the effect was 
statistically significant with p < 0.05. 
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disease severity for the Amarilis-Yungay mixture overall because Amarilis had much 
greater resistance than Chagllina. 
In the 1998-1999 season, the same mixtures were studied at each site.  The 
resistant cultivars, Amarilis and Kory, had only very low infection near Huancayo. 
The Amarilis-Yungay mixture was repeated and in this season disease severity was 
not increased in mixture for Amarilis.  For Amarilis in mixture with Tomasa, however, 
there was an estimated increase in disease severity in mixture at one site near 
Huancayo.  This increase was not statistically significant and was based mostly on the 
large increase in infection in Amarilis in one experimental replicate.  At the sites near 
Huancayo, there was significant disease reduction in mixture for the susceptible 
component in all four mixtures and for the resistant component, as well, in some cases. 
At the site near Cajamarca, there was a statistically significant reduction in disease in 
mixture for the susceptible cultivar only for the Amarilis-Tomasa mixture, and the 
magnitude of  reduction was relatively small. 
We also compared the host-diversity effect on a given potato cultivar in 
different mixtures for the 1998-1999 season.  There was evidence for a difference in 
host-diversity effects on the susceptible Tomasa in the Amarilis-Tomasa vs. Kory­
Tomasa mixtures at both Huancayo sites (p = 0.01  for H-S99; p = 0.05 for H-P99) but 
not at the Cajamarca site (p = 0.27 for C-S99).  There was not evidence for a 
difference in host-diversity effects on the susceptible Yungay in Amarilis-Yungay vs. 
Kory-Yungay mixtures at any of  the three sites (p > 0.69 for all three); neither was 
there a difference for the resistant Amarilis or the resistant Kory at any of  the three 
sites. 
Meta-analysis comparing Peru, Corvallis, and Quito.  There was a general 
tendency for greater host-diversity effects for reduced disease severity at the sites 
where we expected lower levels of  outside inoculum (Fig. 6.2).  Responses were quite 
variable for some locations, however, particularly for Huancayo in 1998 and 
Cajamarca in 1998.  Part of  the variability in RMR could be explained by the ratio of 
the AUOPC in the susceptible genotype to the AUDPC in the resistant genotype  (Fig. 
6.3).  There was no trend within a site-year, but over all mixtures there was a clear 100 
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Figure 6.2.  The relative mixture response (RMR; ratio of late blight severity in 
mixture over late blight severity in single-genotype stands) for each site-mixture-year 
combination versus the predicted level of outside inoculum.  If  there was no host­
diversity effect, the RMR was equal to one.  The level of inoculum was predicted 
qualitatively based on the climate of an area and the degree of seasonality of  potato 
production there.  Squares indicate Huancayo sites in  1997-1998, diamonds indicate 
Huancayo sites in 1998-1999, triangles indicate Cajamarca sites in 1997-1998, and 
circles indicate the Cajamarca site in 1998-1999.  Observations from previous studies 
(Chapters 4 and 5) are also included: stars indicate Quito sites, X's indicate Corvallis 
sites with general inoculum, and +'s indicate Corvallis sites with focal inoculum. 
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Figure 6.3.  The relative mixture response (RMR; ratio of  late blight severity in 
mixture over late blight severity in single-genotype stands) for each site-mixture-year 
combination versus loglO(AUDPC of susceptible mixture component/  AUDPC of 
resistant mixture component).  If  there was no host-diversity effect, the RMR was 
equal to one.  Squares indicate Huancayo sites in 1997-1998, diamonds indicate 
Huancayo sites in 1998-1999, triangles indicate Cajamarca sites in 1997-1998, and 
circles indicate the Cajamarca site in 1998-1999.  Observations from previous studies 
(Chapters 4 and 5) are also included: stars indicate Quito sites, X's indicate Corvallis 
sites with general inoculum, and +'s indicate Corvallis sites with focal inoculum. 
Names ofthe sites are also included for cases where many observations from that site 
were closely grouped together. 
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trend toward greater host-diversity effects for reduced disease for mixtures with 
greater differences in levels of  resistance among components.  One exception was the 
Kory-Libertefia mixture at C-P98, which had a large difference in resistance between 
components, but a (statistically nonsignificant) host-diversity effect for increased 
disease severity.  The other exception was the Chagllina-Yungay mixture at H  -P98, 
which had a small difference in resistance between components, but a large (again, 
statistically nonsignificant) host-diversity effect for reduced disease. 
DISCUSSION 
There were few host-diversity effects on disease severity in the first season.  The 
Kory-Libertefia mixture showed no significant host-diversity effects at any of  the four 
sites.  It is not clear why this mixture should experience no disease reduction for the 
susceptible component, even at site C-P98 where there was a large difference in the 
AUDPC for Kory and Libertefia in single-genotype stands.  For the Chagllina-Tomasa 
mixture, which did show a significant host-diversity effect for reduced disease 
severity, the reduction was offset by increased disease severity on Chagllina, which 
was only moderately resistant.  The largest host-diversity effect was for the Amarilis­
Yungay mixture, for which there was a large difference in the AUDPC for Amarilis 
and Yungay in single-genotype stands.  In the second season, all susceptible mixture 
components experienced a large and statistically significant host-diversity effect for 
reduced disease severity at the Huancayo sites.  At the Cajamarca site, there were 
small estimated reductions for all susceptible components, but this reduction was 
statistically significant only for the Amarilis-Tomasa mixture. 
There was some evidence for host-diversity effects for reduced disease in the 
resistant genotypes, as well.  While most of  the disease reduction for susceptible 
genotypes was probably due to reduced inoculum pressure, reductions for the resistant 
varieties are more difficult to explain.  It is possible that the levels of  resistance in 
resistant varieties were increased by the presence of  the other potato genotypes or that 
the microclimate was changed by their presence.  It is also possible that the pathogen 
population was partitioned to some extent between the two varieties.  That is, 104 
pathogen genotypes infecting the resistant varieties may have had little success 
infecting the susceptible genotype (relative to other pathogen genotypes), so that the 
resistant varieties' inoculum load may have also been decreased in effect.  In the case 
of  the Amarilis-Tomasa mixture at H-S98, there was relatively high infection in the 
resistant Amarilis in one of  the mixture plots.  It may be that the additional inoculum 
load supplied by the susceptible Tomasa helped to introduce a pathogen genotype 
capable of overcoming race-specific resistance in Amarilis. 
It was difficult to compare the Huancayo and Cajamarca areas in the first 
season of the study, because we inadvertently selected mixtures for Huancayo 
(Chagllina-Yungay and Chagllina-Tomasa) that had a relatively small difference in 
resistance to the local pathogen population.  The only mixtures that had a large 
difference in resistance were the Amarilis-Yungay mixture at C-P98 and the Kory­
Libertefia mixture, also at C-P98.  In the second season, the same mixtures, selected 
for large differences in resistance between components, were studied at all three sites. 
In that season, both sites near Huancayo showed much greater host-diversity effects 
for reduced disease than the Cajamarca site.  This difference between sites resulted at 
least in part because the epidemics at Huancayo was delayed longer by drought than 
the epidemic at Cajamarca.  The difference between disease severity in resistant and 
susceptible genotypes in single-genotype stands was also much greater at Huancayo 
than at the Cajamarca site in that year.  In the previous season, however, the difference 
in disease severity between Amarilis and Yungay at C-P98 was comparable to the 
differences observed at Huancayo in the 1998-1999 season.  The difference in 
resistance between varieties may also be a function of  the level of outside inoculum. 
The host-diversity effect for reduced disease was generally greater at the sites 
where we predicted lower levels of inoculum.  It was also generally greater for 
mixtures with components having greater differences in resistance levels.  The two 
predictors are confounded, though, since the Huancayo sites (in 1999) and the 
Corvallis sites, sites with predicted lower levels of inoculum, tended to have greater 
differences between components.  Likewise, the Quito and Cajamarca sites, sites with 
predicted high levels of inoculum, tended to have smaller differences between 105 
components.  It may be that sites with higher levels of outside inoculum will tend to 
have smaller differences in resistance between varieties, especially if  the resistance of 
the resistant mixture component is based on lowered inoculum production.  Greater 
host-diversity effects than predicted might occur if there are race-specific differences 
in resistance between the components; in that case, even components with the same 
AUDPC in single genotype stands may experience reduced disease in mixture. 
Smaller host-diversity effects than predicted might occur because of  effects such as 
competition between potato genotypes. 
The next step in this research should be a comparison of sites using the 
truncated AUDPC (TAUDPC).  In previous work we reported use ofthe TAUDPC as 
a means of  avoiding situations where observations were being collected long after the 
susceptible variety was essentially absent from both mixtures and single-genotype 
stands.  In the context of  our meta-analysis, one difference between sites is how late in 
the season the epidemic began.  For example, in Huancayo in the 1998-1999 season, 
the epidemic began late enough in the season that even the most susceptible potato 
genotypes only reached low levels of infection.  The TAUDPC could be used to 
calculate the RMR for all sites and years based only on this early stage ofthe 
epidemic.  Thus, another comparison of sites could be made based on host-diversity 
effects early in epidemics.  In this way we could determine to what extent differences 
between sites and mixtures are based on time of  epidemic initiation versus host­
diversity effects during the epidemic. 106 
Chapter 7 
Summary 
Chapter 3 describes how the intermediate wheat planting density produced the largest 
host-diversity effect for reduced stripe rust.  As observed in previous studies, 
differential mixtures experienced the largest host-diversity effect for reduced disease 
when components were present in approximately equal number.  Chapter 4 describes 
how a general pattern of inoculum produced greater potato late blight severity in 
single-genotype stands.  Estimated host-diversity effects were also greatest for general 
inoculum, but the influence of  inoculum pattern on host-diversity effects was not 
statistically significant.  Chapter 5 describes how host-diversity effects on potato late 
blight in the Quito area were variable, with only one site showing disease reductions 
comparable to those observed in Oregon.  When combined with fungicides, however, 
host diversity appeared to be a more promising IPM component.  Chapter 6 describes 
studies of  host-diversity effects on potato late blight in two different regions of Peru. 
There was generally a great host-diversity effect for reduced disease in the region 
where we anticipated there would be a lower level of  outside inoculum because of 
more seasonal potato production.  In a meta-analysis of  all our late blight studies, there 
was a tendency for host-diversity effects to be greater in areas where we predicted 
lower outside inoculum levels.  There was also a tendency for host-diversity effects to 
be greater for mixtures of  components with greater differences in levels of late blight 
resistance. 107 
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Appendix 117 
Formulation of tests on data analyzed in the form of independent means 
for Chapter 3 
The percent severity was observed in each plot and notated as Yijlt within a 
single-genotype plot and Yijk(l,m) t within a genotype mixture for the ith biock within 
year t (i = 1, ... ,4; t = 97,98), the /h planting density (j = 1, ... ,4), the kth genotype 
frequency (k =1, ... 5; PI  = 0.10, P2 = 0.25, P3 = 0.50, P4 = 0.75, ps = 0.90), and the lth 
(and mth) genotype (pairs are FR, FY, JY).  The relative mixture response was 
calculated for each mixture plot as 
Rijk(l,m)t = Yijk(l,m)t / [ Pk  Yijlt + (I-Pk) Yijl11t  ] 
where Pk is the kth frequency. 
Analysis 1 - Planting density 
In this analysis, the mean of  Rijk(Lm)t was calculated for each block-density-year 
combination and notated as Rij.t . 
The model we fit was 
Rij .. t= f.l + 8j + Yt + (8Y)it + Eijt 
where 8j corresponds to the /h density. 
Analysis 2 - Genotype frequency 
Because we would expect frequency to influence differential and nondifferential 
mixtures differently, we analyzed them separately.  In the first stage of  the analysis, 
the models 
Rijkt =  ~Oijt + ~Iijt fk + ~2ijt Pk2+ Eijkt 
where Pk is the kll genotype frequency, were fit for each combination ofijt.  In the 
next stage of  the analysis, a multivariate response model was fit as 
~Iijt 
~2ijt  = f.l + 8j + Yt + (8Y)jt + Eijt 
where f.l corresponds to the test for frequency main effects, 8j corresponds to the test 
for density x frequency interactions, YI corresponds to the test for frequency x year 
interactions and (8y)j( corresponds to the test for density x frequency x year 
interactions. 
Analysis 3 - Mixture components main effect and components x density interaction 
In the first stage of  the analysis, the differences 
DijFt =  Rij(FR)t - Rij.(FY)t 
DijYt = Rij(FY)t - Rij.(JY)t 
were calculated for each combination of ijt.  In the next stage of  the analysis a 
multivariate response model was fit as 
DijFt 
DijYt = f.l + 8j + Yt + (8Y)jt + Eijt 118 
where 11  corresponds to the test for mixture components main effects, 8j corresponds 
to the test for density x components interactions, Yt corresponds to the test for 
components x year interactions and (8Y)jt corresponds to the test for density x 
components x year interactions. 
Analysis 4 - Components x frequency interaction and three-way interaction 
In the first stage of  the analysis, the models 
2 
Rijk(l.m)t = ~Oij(l.I11)t +  ~ I ij(l.m)t Pk +  ~2ij(l.m)t Pk 
where Pk is the kth genotype frequency, were fit for each combination of ij(l,m)t. In the 
next stage ofthe analysis, the differences 
D 1ijFt =  ~lij(FR)t - ~lij(FY)t 
D I ijYt = ~ I ij(FY)t - ~ I ij(JY)t 
D2ijFt = ~2ij(FR)t - ~2ij(FY)t 
D2ijYt =  ~2ij(FY)t - ~2ij(JY)t 
were calculated for each combination of ijt.  In the third stage ofthe analysis, a 
multivariate response model was fit as 
D 1ijFt 
DlijYt 
D2ijFt 
D 2ijYt = 11 + 8 jt+ Yt + (8y)jt + Cijt 
where 11 corresponds to the test for a components x frequency interaction, 8j 
corresponds to the test for a density x components x frequency interaction, Yt 
corresponds to the test for a components x frequency x year interaction and (8Y)jt 
corresponds to the test for a density x components x frequency x year interaction. 